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Moment

Put on A Happy Face

Excitement
beyond
imagination!
Scientists experience a feeling of excitement
when they obtain results that bring them
closer to their research goals. Until the paper
gets published, the process of research involves
unending moments of tension. Nevertheless,
when the effort pays off, happiness ensues and
smile leaks out. Here are some great moments
in science that brought joy and excitement to
many scientists, depicted as pieces of art.
We introduce ‘the moment of excitement!’
experienced by scientists.

Art in Science
The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) holds an annual
‘Art in Science’ contest to select and introduce various
images encountered by scientists during their work to
the public. Following the previous issue No. 16, we will
introduce the rest of the winning works in the 2020 IBS
Art in Science Contest in this issue.
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The clown’s smile
by HAN Ga Yeong, IM Hyeon Gyeong
(IBS Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research)

The curved structure of the hippocampus of the brain in this image
appears to resemble a smile. The cell nucleus (blue), blood vessels
(pink), and star glia (yellow-green) were colorized to create a gorgeous
image with three colors. The overall structure and color schemes seem
to look like a clown’s smile.
In the media, clowns are often portrayed as individuals who laugh
superficially but are actually not that happy inside. Like a clown’s smile,
the hippocampus of our brain stores many memories that evoke various emotions. As such, even though the image itself is bright and colorful, it seems to evoke a strange feeling. The Clown’s Smile bestows us
with excitement beyond imagination.
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Red alert: COVID-19
by AHN Ji Hun
(IBS Center for Vascular Research)

At the time COVID-19 showed signs of becoming a
potential pandemic, humanity may have been underestimating the virus. The Sars-CoV-2 virus enters the
respiratory tract upon inhalation, multiplies within our
cells, and gets expelled within our breaths to rapidly infect the people around us. This work is a fluorescence microscope photograph that was taken after the
cells were collected from the nose of an asymptomatic
COVID-19 patient and were stained with a virus-specific protein antibody.
In this image, viruses (red) are actively proliferating
within an infected nasal epithelial cell, which is in the
middle of many uninfected nasal epithelial cells (green).
These cells appear to be the personification of ourselves who lived in blissful ignorance in the early days
of the pandemic around 2020 February, without realiz-

Ancient Future

ing the seriousness of the situation. We hope for a day

by KANG Seok

when we can all take off our masks and smile.

(IBS Center for Vascular Research)

The sperm combines the egg to become a fertilized egg. A single fertilized egg cell then undergoes cell division and divides into
a myriad of cells. The process in which these cells divide, differentiate, and move to develop into an organism is called ‘morphogenesis’. This process is exciting. The cell’s DNA sequence contains a schematic of this development process. All cells start from
one fertilized egg, which means they all start with an identical blueprint. Although they all have the same origin, each cell ultimately becomes a different cell with its own shape and function. Individual cells gather at a predetermined time and location to form
different tissues, which form into organs, and ultimately an individual. If you look at a cell early in its development, it will be difficult to determine the fate of that cell. However, all cells undergo development as if their future had been predetermined from long
ago. In other words, the ‘the ancient future’ of a fertilized egg is the ‘individual’. Developmental biologists explore the processes
and mechanisms behind this predetermined future. To observe the development of blood vessels, CD31 and PDGFb proteins in
10.5 days old mouse embryos after were stained with fluorescent antibodies, and images were taken with a confocal fluorescence
microscope. This work won the Grand Prize in the 2020 IBS Art in Science Contest.
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Star, Flower,
River of memory
by LEE Gyu Hui
(IBS Center for Cognition and Sociality)

This image is reminiscent of green grass and red
poppy flowers under the starry night sky, against
a river in the background flowing around the flower garden. The hippocampus is known as the part
of the brain responsible for memory. In order to
form and maintain memory in the brain, the roles of
not only neurons but also glial cells are important.
Therefore it is necessary to study the interaction
between neurons and glial cells to analyze important brain functions. This experiment determined
how the neurons and the star-shaped glial cells
called astrocytes differ in their activation and how
interact with each other when mice perform certain
behaviors in experiments. We expressed the green
calcium indicator protein in the neurons and red
calcium indicator protein in the astrocytes. The cell
nucleus was stained using blue color.

8
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Jewelry Fish
by MIN Jae Myeong, YANG Soo Yeon
(Bloomwork,Inc.)

Every time, an AI reveals a convincing work of art, people feel
bewildered as much as excited. Can artificial intelligence serve
as an art tool to become the new normal of creation?
The long-held belief that art is a human-specific domain is collapsing. Human role in the future may no longer be about creating a work, but involve making decisions on how to train artificial
intelligence.
This work is a reinterpretation of public works (reports, photos,
videos, DB which are owned by the government or public institutes) using AI. When the artificial intelligence was tested on the
public work ‘Fish’, the AI did not only reproduce the surface texture in detail but also recreated the work using a new artistic
style. This means that artificial intelligence is capable of both imitation and creation. Are we ready for the AI’s declaration of war?
A new era is beginning.
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The presence of those
we don’t know about
by SUH Hui Ju
(Dankook University Department of
Microbiology)

There are many organisms on Earth that we do not
know about. In fact, there are many small and insignificant organisms that constantly live next to us. What
are these round entities? They are fungi. Fungi act as
decomposers that break down the material within the
dead organism. Even though these are creatures that
faithfully carry out their duties from nature’s point of view,
people mainly view them as a nuisance. While some are
known to cause infectious diseases, not all fungi are like
that.
Some are highly valued as a producer of valuable
pharmaceuticals, such as penicillin, while mushrooms
are seen as delicacies or healthy functional foods in
many cultures. In addition, fungi have been spotlighted in the agriculture industry in recent years as environmentally friendly alternatives to pesticides, as well as
their soil-enriching properties. In many ways, whether we know it or not, our lives and fungi are intertwined
with each other.
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Pearly shells
by KANG Nam Yeong
(IBS Center for Self-assembly
and Complexity)

It is said that natural pearls usually require 2 to 4
years to be created. Therefore the probability of
obtaining a natural pearl in the wild is very slim. But
what if we manage to find one against all odds?
Excitement! However, within our bodies are treasures that are just as rare as these pearls. While the
brown fat cells are more plentiful in newborn infants,
they gradually disappear as the individual grows
into an adult, leaving behind only unhealthy white
fat cells in the body. These brown fat cells are the
beforementioned treasure, and they look a lot like
natural pearls also.
This study involved inducing differentiation★ of brown
adipocytes from white fat for therapeutic purposes.
The appearance of newly differentiated brown adipocytes in this image was reminiscent of the appearance of a shell containing pearls and hence this is
why the work was named Pearly Shells. It is said that
the probability of successfully differentiating brown
adipose tissue obtained from baby mice is pretty much based on random. Therefore the value of
brown fat cells obtained from this study is comparable to that of 1 natural pearl out of 10,000 shells. A
cyan color was applied to the obtained image to give
them a color similar to that of the natural pearls.

Differentiation★
The process where cells become structurally different and
more specialized as they divide, multiply and grow. The process takes about 10~14 days and the cultivation condition is
quite stringent.
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10 years of IBS in numbers
The most important thing in basic science is the researcher. Basic science starts from the researchers’ curiosity and ideas, and their development was
often accompanied by great social implications. The first principle of IBS is to select world-class researchers and support them to conduct research
in a favorable environment. We strictly evaluate the world-class excellence of researchers, select them as the directors of the research centers,
and support them by granting them autonomous authority. In accordance with the goal of long-term and stable research in IBS, all research groups are
guaranteed at least 10 years (period up to the 8th year evaluation + 2 years of the grace period if the shutdown decision is made). During this period,
the research center is supported with research grants 100% funded by the government. This allows the researchers to immerse themselves in the subject of their
choice and conduct research without the burden of competing for research grants. We have summarized the main achievements of IBS over the past 10 years.
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Research Centers total 1 Research Institute, 1 Project, 30 Research Centers
Starting with the selection of the first research center in 2012, IBS expanded into 30 Research Centers in the fields of mathematics, physics, chemistry, life science,
earth science and interdisciplinary research, 1 Research Institute (Korea Virus Research Institute) and 1 Project (RAON heavy ion accelerator) as of November 2021.
Further expansion is planned to select up to 50 Research Centers. The along with the main headquarter, Research Centers are operated by sharing personnel and
infrastructure at research-oriented universities across the country, such as KAIST, Seoul National University and POSTECH. The headquarter, which is located in
Doryong-dong, Daejeon, completed the first phase of construction in 2018, bringing together 9 research centers, administrative support organizations and experimental facilities. The heavy-ion accelerator, which is one of the world's most powerful, is about to be completed. The second construction project is also underway
to build more research centers at the main headquarters and additional research centers are to be selected at KAIST·POSTECH campuses.

✚Seoul National University Extramural Centers (3)

✚Research Institutes (1)

·Center for Correlated Electron Systems

·Korea Virus Research Institute

·Center for RNA Research
·Center for Nanoparticle Research

✚HQ Centers (9)
·Center for Cognition and Sociality

✚Ewha Woman’s University Extramural Centers (1)

·Center for Underground Physics

·Center for Quantum Nanoscience

·Center for Theoretical Physics of the
Universe

✚Yonsei University Extramural Centers (1)

·Center for Genome Engineering

·Center for Nanomedicine

·Center for Theoretical Physics of
Complex Systems

Seoul

✚Korea University Extramural Centers (1)

·Pioneer Research Center for

Suwon

·Center for Molecular Spectroscopy and Dynamics

Mathematical and Computational
Sciences
·Pioneer Research Center for
Biomolecular and Cellular Structure
·Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies
·Center for Complex Geometry

✚POSTECH Campus Centers (3)

✚Sungkyunkwan University Extramural Centers (2)

·Center for Geometry and Physics

·Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics

·Center for Self-assembly and

Daejeon

·Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research

Complexity

Pohang
Daegu

Ulsan

✚KAIST Campus Centers (5)

·Center for Artificial Low Dimensional
Electronic Systems

✚UNIST Campus Centers (3)
·Center for Multidimensional Carbon

·Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions
·Center for Nanomaterials and Chemical Reactions
·Center for Catalytic Hydrocarbon Functionalizations

Gwangju

Busan

Materials
·Center for Soft and Living Matter
·Center for Genomic Integrity

·Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research
·Center for Vascular Research

✚Pusan National University
Extramural Centers (1)
·Center for Climate Physics

✚GIST Campus Centers (1)
·Center for Relativistic Laser Science

16
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✚DGIST Campus Centers (0)

✚Research Centers by category

10
IBS Headquarters

Physics

5

Life Sciences

IBS KAIST Campus (under construction)

·Center for Theoretical Physics of Complex Systems

·Center for Cognition and Sociality

·Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe

·Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions

·Center for Underground Physics

·Center for Genomic Integrity

·Center for Exotic Nuclear Studies

·Center for Vascular Research

·Center for Axion and Precision Physics Research

·Center for RNA Research

·Center for Artificial Low Dimensional Electronic Systems
·Center for Relativistic Laser Science

IBS POSTECH Campus (under construction)

Yonsei University Y-IBS Hall

·Center for Correlated Electron Systems
·Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics
·Center for Quantum Nanoscience

6
Sungkyunkwan University N Center

5

Interdisciplinary

Chemistry

Ewha Womans University
Research Collaboration Center
·Center for Genome Engineering


·Pioneer Research Center for Biomolecular
and Cellular Structure

✚Types of Research Centers

·Center for Soft and Living Matter

·Center for Self-assembly and Complexity

·Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research

·Center for Catalytic Hydrocarbon Functionalizations

·Center for Nanomedicine

·Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials
·Center for Nanoparticle Research

Located at IBS Headquarters

Campus Centers
Operated within universities specializing
in science and technology

·Center for Molecular Spectroscopy and Dynamics

1

Earth Science

3

Mathematics

Extramural Centers
·Center for Complex Geometry

Selected among outstanding
research groups

·Center for Geometry and Physics

in various universities and institutes

·Pioneer Research Center for Mathematical and


9
12
9

HQ Research Centers

·Center for Nanomaterials and Chemical Reactions

·Center for Climate Physics

Computational Sciences
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IBS 10th
anniversary
photo
record
To commemorate the
10th anniversary of the IBS,
we collected photo records of the
footprints and achievements during
that period. Here we introduce
the 10-year history at the frontline
of basic science.

2
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3

At the frontline of research
1 Construction of the NEOS detector
OH Yoo Min, Center for Underground Physics,
2015. 5. 18

During the construction of a neutrino detector, KIM
Jin Yu a researcher from the Center for Underground
Physics is tidying up the photomultiplier cables.

2 Site of STM research
Sunny KIM, Center for Quantum Nanoscience,
2019. 11. 16

C enter fo r Q u a nt um N a n o s c i en c e s u c c e s s f ull y
integrated scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with
electron spin resonance (ESR). This STM that can
measure ESR is the second one in the world and the first
one in Asia. Philip WILLKE (left) used IBM’s ESR-STM to
capture a magnetic resonance image (MRI) of a single
atom on a surface for the first time in the world (Nature
Physics, 2019). Aparagita SINGA (right) is working with
Wilke on follow-up research.

3 Cave Adventure
KIM Ji, Center for Climate Physics,
2021. 6. 4

Center for Climate Physics is visiting various caves in
South Korea for Korean paleoclimatic research. This
photo captures the process of setting up structures
and obtaining cave samples.

4 2017 3T MRI coil replacement
OH Joo Hee, Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research,
2017. 2. 8

In February 2017, the coil replacement work of the ‘3T
MRI’ owned by the Center for Neuroscience Imaging
Research took place. Director KIM Seong Gi directly
supervised and led the construction process.

1

4
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Way to the summit


1 Heated lab seminar in Center for
Nanomedicine.
2 Neverending study
Valentyn VISYN, Center for Soft and Living Matter,
2021. 11. 6

As a researcher, Thao NGUYEN knows she has to
stay up to date with the current research trend while
making sure her fundamental knowledge is solid.

1

She tries hard to read online journals and books. In
fact, most of the time she is seen glued to the table
skimming chapters in books in the same static position.
This picture shows the time-lapse of her sitting position
over hours, which indeed doesn’t change.

3 2012년 <1st IBS symposium>
KIM Je Dong, HQ Research Management Team,
2012. 4. 27

‘IBS Symposium’ is a stage where world-renowned
scholars in all areas of basic science participate as
presenters to share research results and share the
latest knowledge.
The symposium has been held annually since 2012,
and the photo depicts the ‘1st IBS Symposium’. This
was IBS’s first-ever large-scale academic event for
the evaluation of the research center directors.



4 2013 Center for Geometry and Physics seminar
PARK Soo Jin, Center for Geometry and Physics,
2013. 6. 13

This photo was taken during a seminar at the Center
for Geometry and Physics. The crooked postures and
messy equations suggest that a heated conversation
has been going on for a long time.

20
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4

2

3
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2

People who become stronger
when together
1 Center for Climate Physics.
2 Center for Artificial Low Dimensional Electronic Systems.
3 Center for Geometry and Physics.
4 Center for Vascular Research.

3

4

1
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The most ‘CHALLENGING’ 10 years of the IBS

Introducing Research Fellow Emeritus
SHIN Hee-Sup of the Center for Cognition and Sociality!
Innovation, Beyond, Support. He who was with IBS for 10 years describes IBS using these 3 words.
He is Research Fellow Emeritus SHIN Hee-Sup from Center for Cognition and Sociality,
who retired in December after serving as the director. We met him again in September, at the Daejeon IBS headquarters.

Dr. SHIN Hee-Sup, IBS Research Fellow Emer-

Research Centers who are at the forefront of

what they do every decade is a good way of work-

itus, is busy shuttling between Daejeon and the

competition with scientists from all over the

ing through the rut. Putting this into a different

greater Seoul metropolitan area after his retire-

world revealed some commonalities. Most of

perspective, it may take at least a decade to pro-

ment. Age does not deter him from conducting his

them changed the institutes they belonged to

duce outstanding output. Such rationale might

own research at the IBS headquarters in Daejeon

or research areas about every 10 years (refer to

have been behind the IBS’ slogan of ‘A decade of

while working to develop a treatment for brain

‘Paving a Path of His Own and Setting a Mile-

New Discoveries’ that it put forward when cele-

diseases in the industrial sector.

stone in World History, Director KIM Seong Gi,

brating its 10th anniversary.

Innovation
The most challenging 10 years at IBS

Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research’ in the

‘Korea’s First Neuroscientist’

IBS Research 16th Issue). Interestingly, Dr. Shin

This title always follows Shin. He chose to

also made such a change every 10 years.

become a scientist after graduating from the

“If you are in an area for about a decade, you

Seoul National University College of Medicine.

could get mired in conventions. You need to

Willingness to take up challenges, he said, has

“I conducted research at POSTECH (previously

change your environment or take a fresh turn

been a driving force in his life of taking a new

Pohang University of Science and Technology) for

in your research with a creative idea before that

path that others do not choose.

about 10 years starting in 1991. Then, I moved to

happens.”

Such attitude led him to become a neurosci-

KIST (Korea Institute of Science and Technolo-

Research begins with a novel idea. If research-

entist. Shin’s attempt to connect psychology with

gy) in 2001 before I joined the IBS Research Cen-

ers stick to their own stereotypical method lack-

neuroscience was a culmination of his willing-

ter, which was established in 2012. Thus, I moved

ing creativity and fail to come up with new out-

ness to take up challenges in his research field.

to a different institute every 10 years.”

puts, they should think deeply about why they

“Even in the early 2000s, no one tried to relate

actually started research. Breathing new life into

psychology and neuroscience. While proving

A series of interviews of Directors of IBS

24
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psychological phenomena by conducting ani-

started by asking whether it was true that mon-

reach the age of 60. There is widespread concern

mal experiments, nobody cared about brains and

keys did not have empathy. After weathering

that they cannot supervise students all the way

nerves.”

countless challenges, I was able to prove geneti-

to their doctorate degrees before reaching retire-

cally and neuroscientifically that even mice have

ment at the age of 65. I was at that juncture, so I

capacity for empathy.”

was able to make a new start at the IBS.”

Dr. Shin started to focus on sociality in earnest after the Center for Cognition and Sociality

Dr. Shin’s dedication to research was only

was established in 2012. He said that sociality, in

Every new decade has been full of challenges

retrospect, was not a mainstream research sub-

in a new research area. What does a decade at the

ject then.

IBS mean to Research Fellow Emeritus Shin? He

“I immersed myself so deeply in research that

wasted no time by saying that it was “the most

I seriously thought that I could not say anything

challenging.”

about my life without research. I basically avoid-

“At that time, it was said that empathy was
something that was found only in higher animals

possible thanks to his family’s support.

such as humans. My research started against

“The best thing about my 10 years at the IBS

ed everything that stood in the way of research. I

the backdrop of such stereotypical assumption. I

was that I was able to work with extremely compe-

did not do anything as a father or husband, and I

tent researchers on big subjects that I had dreamt

am deeply sorry for having let my wife take care

of for a long time. I was engaged in research proj-

of everything at home.”

ects with confidence that our research would pro-

Expressing his regretful feelings for his wife,

duce exceptional outputs given the research capa-

he confessed, “I wanted to show the maximum

bilities that each one of them had. That was why

of what I have with my rather limited capacity.”

challenging in my whole

I could push ahead with ambitious projects that I

“Be careful. You will end up in big trouble these

research career!”

would not have dared to take up alone.”

days if you do the same as I did”, warned Dr. Shin

“Past 10 years that
I spent at the IBS was the most

when giving advice to young scientists.
He also advised young researchers about soBeyond

called work-life balance, which has become

sacrifices must be made to go beyond the limit

a major issue in the modern world. “The total
amount of efforts that you can make in your life

Dr. Shin was over 60 years old when he was des-

is set. It is your decision as to how to allocate your

ignated as the director of the Center for Cogni-

effort here and there or whether to concentrate

tion and Sociality in 2012. Even before the des-

it on just one thing. Do remember, however, it is

ignation, his scientific achievements had been

you who should take all the responsibility for that

recognized with various honors and awards

decision,” said Dr. Shin.

including the designation of the first Nation-

The veteran researcher chuckled, saying that

al Scientist in 2006, the

he had led many young researchers in the field

Korea Best Scientist &

and seen various cases but failed to find a good

Engineer Award in

answer. He added that one should not forget

2005, and the Order
of Civil Merit, Dong-
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about his/her duty as a researcher.
“In the U.S., if you look into a leading group

baek Medal in 2004.

that is performing well, all of its members are

“College professors are

literally running with their eyes fixed only for-

not allowed to take grad-

ward. Such focused people can realize tremen-

uate students as soon as they

dous achievements that really change the world.”

Support
expect research culture that supports
without interfering

gible performance. The Center for Cognition and

sure to help such culture and policies of support-

Sociality that Dr. Shin led produced significant

ing research take root in Korea so that research-

publications in international journals.

ers can fully control the research process but then

“We have advanced to a point where Kore-

be subject to thorough evaluation afterwards.”

“In Korea, every time researchers apply for

an scientists are playing important roles in global

Despite his retirement as the research cen-

grants, they have to change research subjects.

research. Increasing numbers of researchers are

ter director, his life of research continues. Rec-

This is a problem for basic science, which needs

invited to international conferences, and more of

ognized for his research capabilities, Dr. Shin is

steady investment flows over time.”

them are recognized as top scientists.”

conducting research on the behavioral roles of a
brain along with two postdoctoral researchers

To address this shortcoming, the Kore-

The IBS has made a great contribution to

an government established the IBS to strength-

advancing Korea’s basic science to the current

en research capabilities in basic science with the

level. The research centers under the IBS have

When asked whether he feels sorry for leading

announcement of the Special Act On Establish-

greater autonomy and receive more research

just a small research group unlike the large ones

ment Of And Support For International Science

funding than other research institutes. Doing

he used to lead, he said, “I am happy because I

And Business Belt in 2011 following the initiation

so has the sole purpose of advancing basic sci-

can truly explore what is of greatest interest to

of designating National Scientists1) in 2006.

ence, which cannot reap results in a short peri-

me without having to bear heavy responsibilities.

“Thanks to a variety of investment and proj-

od of time. Nevertheless, somebody should take

Yes, I lead a smaller group, but we are going all-

ects in basic science, those who acquired doctoral

responsibility for performance. Dr. Shin, who

out in our research. I am more than ready to step

degrees at home are considered equally as capable as

served as director of one of the IBS research cen-

aside in any case if I stand in the way of young

those with doctoral degrees from overseas. Not only

ters for 10 years, expressed concern that the IBS

scientists. My philosophy of life is to immerse

institutions like the IBS but also universities need to

is increasingly less autonomous like other gov-

myself but not become obsessed.”

ensure a research environment where researchers

ernment-funded research institutes.

can delve into a certain subject over the long term.”
Investments in basic science have led to tan-

“The philosophy of ‘providing support without meddling’ started in the U.K. We need to make

and one graduate student.

1) A system that provides research grants of 1.5 billion won per
year to selected scientists for 5 years, with a possible extension
of up to 10 years after evaluation. Currently not in operation.
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Frontline | PART 4

Conversation with 3 past and present presidents

A decade of new discoveries
IBS is a leading basic science research institute in South Korea. The goal of the establishment of IBS was to
create a world-class research institute capable of consistently producing outstanding research comparable to Nobel
Prize-winning works. It is no exaggeration to say that it has been like a battlefield for the past 10 years, as IBS has
been operating at such a rapid pace to create an unshakeable foundation for basic science. Here we meet the three
past and present presidents: 1st President OH Se Jeong, 2nd President KIM Doo Chul,
and 3rd President NOH Do Young, who led the institute.
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Chair LEE Young Wan (‘Chair’ hereinafter) Good after-

about how IBS has achieved its goals and where it

was founded, and I believe it has just start-

noon. The foundation of basic science research in

plans to go next. Let us now hear from the three chairs

ed establishing itself as a national basic sci-

Korea, the Institute of Basic Science, is celebrating

to explore how IBS can grow further as a globally

ence research institute. Personally, I would like

its 10th anniversary this year. To celebrate this major

acclaimed basic science research institute.

to think of IBS as an infant who is now capable of
surviving outside an incubator.

milestone, we have invited three former and current

However, outside of Korea, IBS has been called

IBS presidents to this talk. I am LEE Young Wan, the
President of the Korea Science Journalists Association, and I’ll be chairing this session.

Rushing at a breathtaking pace for 10 years,

a rising star in basic science on the global stage

becoming a ‘rising star’ of basic science

over the past decade, and internally, we have
also started making discoveries of our own. The

Dating back to a decade ago, the ‘Special Act on
the Establishment of and Support for the International

Chair We all know that IBS has grown as a global sci-

growth of the institute has been mainly driv-

Science and Business Belt’ was enacted on Novem-

ence research institute over the past decade. Could

en by our effort to overcome the biggest weakness

ber 21, 2011. Since then, IBS has grown as a key

you please explain what has been achieved, where

of basic research in Korea-namely, lack of tal-

research institute of the science-business belt. Many

IBS stands now, and where it aims to go in the future?

ent and infrastructure. Of course, we have faced

people consider IBS to be the center of basic science

Incumbent President: Dr. NOH Do Young (‘Dr.

challenges, such as not getting as much govern-

research in Korea and are interested in learning more

Noh’ hereinafter) A decade has passed since IBS

ment funding as we wanted, and a lack of con-

From left, Chairman
LEE Young Wan of Science
Journalist Association
who led this interview,
1st President OH Se Jeong,
2nd President KIM Doo Chul,
3rd President NOH Do Young.
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to study science and get the support they needed.
However, controversy over investing in basic
science, whose research may yield relatively less
in the form of outcomes over the short term, didn’
t die down easily. Such conflict continues even to
this day, and to bring it to an end, we set a principle of only receiving government funding out
of an additional R&D budget without impacting the fund that goes to research foundations,
and we have abided by that principle ever since.
We wanted to stay within the budget while making sure that university research is not negatively impacted, but at the same time, lay a strong
foundation for Korea’s science and technology by
solidifying basic science, which is at the root of
all science.

sensus among diverse groups of researchers.
However, we have overcome challenges of various

From the birthplace of economic industrial

Chair When asked about your philosophy during your

magnitudes in the last 10 years and will contin-

R&D to the cradle of basic science

term as President, all three of you mentioned princi-

ue to grow into a flagship Korean research insti-

ples such as ‘scientist-led’ and ‘autonomy’. I would

tute by promoting quantitative expansion and

Chair We cannot avoid talking about the efforts made

think most leaders of research institutes must share

qualitative innovation among our researchers.

by the two former presidents who broke ground and

this very same philosophy. What do you think sets IBS

Our goal is to grow further and stand shoulder to

built a bridge to lead IBS to where it is now. I would like

apart?

shoulder with Germany’s Max-Planck-Gesell-

to first ask IBS’s first president, Dr. OH Se Jeong. What

2nd President: Dr. KIM Doo Chul (‘Dr. Kim’ here-

schaft (MPG) and Japan’s RIKEN, two institu-

was the social perception of basic science at the time

inafter) IBS has four principles: excellency,

tions that have served as sources of inspiration

IBS was founded?

autonomy, creativity and openness, which mani-

for IBS.

1st President: Dr. OH Se Jeong (‘Dr. Oh’ hereinaf-

fest themselves in that IBS grants research direc-

Chair Most people agree basic science research is

ter) 10 years ago, Korea’s science and technology

tors full authority to run their research cen-

quite important, but it’s not easy to immediately answer

focused more on applied technology and technol-

ters from putting a group of researchers together

the question of why we need to study basic science.

ogy commercialization, and those two areas were

to the distribution of research funds. IBS’s com-

As the head of IBS, what do you say when somebody

receiving quite a lot of support. In spite of that,

mitment to independence and autonomy provides

asks you that question?

there was at least social consensus that we should

researchers with an environment in which they

Dr. Noh Our vision is ‘Making Discoveries for

invest more in the field of basic science, too.

can freely study topics of their interest without

Humanity and Society’. In other words, the

However, there was controversy over wheth-

performance pressure. We are committed to pro-

meaning of studying basic science is to make

er a fair number of researchers should receive

viding the budget needed by research centers in as

discoveries that add new, useful knowledge to

basic research funding, or if a few exception-

stable a manner as possible. Researchers will feel

humanity’s repository of knowledge. Believe in

al researchers should be the only ones receiving

proud to be working in such a conducive research

the scholars at IBS and support their research,

long-term support. IBS chose the latter and set

environment, which will serve as an aspiration to

and I am confident that they will change the

itself the goal of being the center of basic science

researchers overseas and enhance the prestige of

world as we know it.

research for a new generation of research leaders

Korean scientists.
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institutes is to make sure talent could freely come and

Dr. Kim Arguing that research centers spend-

Inviting world-class

go regardless of their nationality, which IBS seems to

ing 5 billion won should produce at least 5 more

academics as directors

excel at more than any other domestic research insti-

times the number of Nature or Science arti-

tute. Now, what kind of efforts will need to be made

cles than a lab spending 1 billion won is not only

Chair At IBS, research directors oversee the opera-

going forward to continue to attract foreign talent?

very wrong but also undermines scientific devel-

tion of research centers and take responsibility for the

Dr. Kim Initially, many foreign research-

opment. When IBS was founded, basic research

livelihood and future of an average of 60 research-

ers showed interest in our promising prospects,

funding was around 1 trillion won, and as the

ers. They are erudite scientists, including interna-

but with the recently halved research funding,

basic research funding budget did not increase

tionally renowned scholars from overseas. How have

that appeal has somewhat faded. Despite that,

through 2016, criticism against IBS grew. Con-

you been able to recruit such eminent scholars from

the leverage we have that appeals to overseas

versely, the size of the Basic Research Program

abroad? Also, how have you been able to overcome

researchers is the size of our research centers and

has nearly doubled since then, while the budget

objections against spending Korea’s research fund-

the ability to run a center with full autonomy.

allocated to IBS has stayed the same. The Basic

For example, Dr. Axel TIMMERMANN, Director

Research Program and IBS are certainly the two

Dr. Oh Even just 10 years ago, it was quite com-

of the IBS Center for Climate Physics, who stud-

wings of Korea’s basic science endeavors. Scien-

mon for Korean researchers in the industry or

ies the cause-effect relationship between human

tists should understand that they cannot fly with

research institutes to relocate to institutes or

migration and climate change, left a stable posi-

universities overseas, which some people were

tion and joined IBS to pursue his dream of mak-

proud of in a certain way. But the sad reality

ing scientific progress. Foreign research directors

was that the domestic research environment and

of Campus Centers and external research cen-

treatment for basic science researchers did not

ters serve as professors as well, and they are with

measure up to the talent and passion of our sci-

us because IBS enables them to study what they

entists, and that is why we had to see them go.

want in a way that would not necessarily be possi-

ing on non-Korean scholars?

Thus, when we founded IBS, I aspired to pro-

ble had they been running a personal lab. I believe

vide researchers with an environment where they

we should continue making efforts to attract and

could study what they wanted and enjoy generous

recruit scholars from overseas.

remuneration to attract and retain talent. Since
IBS sought out to be a global research institute,
inviting globally renowned researchers was an
obvious step for us to take.

Research budget problem,
changing atmosphere in government

We believed that bringing talented researchers
together to produce synergy is far more important

Chair At the time of its foundation, IBS was promised

in science than where the scientists come from.

10 billion won of annual research funding for every

There are basic science research fields that war-

research center by the government, which incited

rant the joint efforts of a large group of researchers

backlash from researchers at many universities and

rather than that of just single individuals, which

other institutes, who argued the government was

is exactly what IBS is able to provide to overseas

unfair in providing an overabundance of fund-

scholars with its research center-focused design.

ing to IBS. Dr. Kim, when you were leading IBS,

Chair I understand from your explanations that one

it also received criticism for its uniquely auton-

of the most important criteria for successful research

omous usage of funding.

“In the end, people
are the most important,
and we have to invest
in people.”

one wing tied behind their backs and provide the
necessary support accordingly.
Dr. Oh Overseeing a big, controversial budget,
research directors are asked to ensure fair evaluation and strict adherence with research ethics befitting the scale of the budget. To further
ensure fairness, we appoint foreign scholars from
relevant fields to constitute 50% of the evaluation
committee. IBS prides itself on providing impartial and in-depth evaluation with the help of
scholars from both at home and abroad–a mechanism to uphold the utmost degree of responsibility that is commensurate with the funding
support.
Chair Dr. Noh, how are things now?
Dr. Noh Fortunately, the government is expand-

director candidates among basic scientists across

s original goal of launching 50 research cen-

ing basic research programs continuously and

the world and make them competitive offers, they

ters since that is the threshold used to deter-

dramatically after weathering an age of chaos. In

may not accept our offers unless there is suffi-

mine whether Korea’s basic science has reached

fact, it’s not that there is a lack of research fund-

cient funding forthcoming.

another level of competitiveness. However, dif-

ing due to IBS. Researcher-led basic research

ferent fields of research call for different fund

budget surpassed 2 trillion won this year, thanks

execution plans, and the size and nature of fund-

to which controversy and criticism against IBS
have died down somewhat.

New starting line, nurturing talents

ing utilized by the director heading each group

in the next 10 years!

also varies. We are beginning to see new forms
emerge after a decade. For example, we launched

However, things have not been easy for us.
The annual funding of 10 billion won for every

Chair Notwithstanding the difficulty in securing a bud-

the Center for the Study of Emerging and Re-

research center promised when IBS was found-

get, IBS is currently operating 1 research institute and

emerging Viruses this year, which differs from

ed has been downsized to some 5 billion won after

30 research centers. Thinking back to the beginning

existing centers with a researcher-centered

a decade. The budget must have shrunk as opin-

of IBS when it started with 9 research centers, the

approach to selecting research topics as it serves

ions from university researchers that make up a

growth we have witnessed is substantial. I understand

a special purpose of helping the nation address

majority of the research community have been

IBS’s goal is to have 50 research centers distributing

infectious diseases crises.

given more weight. If the budget is cut down any

10 billion won of research funding annually, in consid-

further, our research centers will be forced to

eration of Korea’s national standing.

Over the last decade, we’ve also witnessed the
emergence of the next generation of researchers.

seek alternatives on their own such as conduct-

Unlike at the start, when spending 10 billion won

While working to discover new talent, we are also

ing smaller-size research or technology trans-

per year for a decade was uniformly expected of all

committed to fostering future research direc-

fers to secure funding. Funding reduction for

research centers, recently launched centers seem to

tors with a long-term perspective by appointing

IBS research centers is darkening the prospect

differ greatly from existing centers. I’d like to ask Dr.

new and experienced researchers from outside as

of realizing our initial plan to appoint the world’s

Noh about the recent changes that have been imple-

Chief Investigators of our research centers.

top scientists as research directors for excellence

mented, and what your new vision for IBS is.

Chair I know this is a tough question, but I’d like to

in research. Even if we manage to find potential

Dr. Noh We are committed to achieving IBS’

ask Dr. Oh, who also serves as the President of Seoul
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away from trying to follow in the footsteps of
research centers in other countries. I believe this
evolution will be possible as Koreans’ perception of basic science research has changed greatly. However, in order to achieve this goal, IBS
should rely less on government budget allocations
and open up various channels to secure funding so that researchers can voice their opinions
to a greater extent without being swayed by the
government’s voice. Just as BTS and Squid Game
became successful thanks to content unique
to Korea rather than by copying someone else,
I hope IBS will emerge as a research institute
which is unique to Korea in the field of basic science, too.
National University, about what you expect of an ideal

to think more about the relationship between IBS

Chair In commemoration of the 10th anniversary of IBS,

relationship between IBS and university labs and

and universities at this point now that 10 years

we hosted a talk with three past and current presi-

which roles each side should play.

have passed since the inception of the institute.

dents of the institute. Journalists usually describe IBS

Dr. Oh In Korea, a lot of basic research takes

Chair What do you envision for IBS’s future 10 years

as an institute that conducts research that could win

place in universities. Therefore, it does not work

from now?

Nobel Prizes for Korea. In my experience of working

to only gather researchers in a research cen-

Dr. Noh Much like other national basic science

on articles about Nobel laureates and their research,

ter without any students who can provide prac-

research institutes across the world, IBS should

I have often found that their research dated back to

tical support for their research. That is why IBS

strive to become a control tower that leads and

some 30 years ago. In that regard, IBS may have just

has research centers both at its headquarters and

drives the overall capabilities of the nation’s basic

transitioned to a teenager, with its 10 years of histo-

at universities. The institute is still in the pro-

research initiatives. We will proactively explore

ry. Of course, it’s not that scientists conduct research

cess of calibrating the ratio of its research cen-

ways to promote win-win partnerships with and

on basic science for practical purposes in particular,

ters at the headquarters and universities, but

seek support from the Korean public, scientif-

or to win a Nobel Prize. Adding to the knowledge base

there’s no right or wrong answer here as the

ic community and government as a center of basic

surrounding issues facing humanity or issues that

decision depends on the nature of each research

science research. Moreover, I hope that gener-

humanity has not been able to address can also serve

center. Korean researchers do prefer to belong to

ating synergy in collaboration with universities,

to elevate the nation’s standing globally.

a university. But what distinguishes universi-

another pillar of national basic research, will be

The three presidents helped us look back on the

ty research centers from the headquarters cen-

one of the key goals of IBS, whereby the institute

last 10 years of IBS today and shared their vision for

ter is that university centers function very much

can play a role in producing synergy with indi-

the institute for the next couple of decades to come. I

like the RNA research center in that researchers

viduals, universities and business by ultimately

sincerely hope that their vision can lead to further suc-

select the topics they wish to study, as opposed to

enhancing the current level of cooperation to the

cess at the institute so that 10 years down the road, we

the headquarters center that conducts research

level of providing research center infrastructure

can sit down together again to discuss the concrete

on topics which require mega-sized facilities that

for college professors and students to freely make

results of its successful studies and share interesting

universities cannot provide or on topics request-

use of.

stories about IBS. Thank you for participating in today’s

ed by the government. I agree that it is necessary

Dr. Oh 10 years from now, IBS will have to move

talk. This brings us to the end of the talk.
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A place to be reborn as a ‘real researcher’,

using IBS as a stepping stone to pursue one’s dreams!
Regardless of the field, scientists today seek a suitable ‘research environment’ to continue stable research.
This is because the environment mostly determines whether research can be continued or not.
Therefore, many Korean basic scientists leave for research institutes in advanced countries that have relatively better
research environments. However, even in this atmosphere, there are ‘young scientists’ who chose IBS at an important
point in their research career and then went on to become independent researchers in their respective positions.
We met them in person and asked about ‘IBS’ as a research institute.

Basic science discovers and understands new

was a 3D rendering image of platinum nanopar-

differences for the first time in the structures and

phenomena in nature, contributing to a reservoir

ticles that was featured on the April 2020 cover of

surfaces of nanoparticles, which had long been

of human knowledge. Its value can only be prov-

the journal Science. He was one of the research-

presumed.”

en when innovation accidentally occurs based on

ers at the IBS Center for Nanoparticle Research

The study visually demonstrated not only

stacks of research with substantial investment of

that conducted the study in collaboration with the

atoms of nanoparticles in three dimensions but

time, effort, and funding, which does not neces-

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the

also different structures of platinum nanoparti-

sarily promise returns.

U.S. and the Biomedicine Discovery Institute of

cles, and this attracted a great deal of interest in

Monash University in Australia.

the research community around the world.

Some ten years ago, when the Institute for
Basic Science (IBS) opened, much support went to

When asked to explain the study published

Dr. Kim said, “Even just a decade ago, focus

applied research aiming at quick results on top

in Science, he said, “The nanoparticles of plati-

was on the research into synthesizing nanopar-

of knowledge and technology learnt from devel-

num on the cover may all look different, but they

ticles. The next phase was to discover novel

oped countries. This tendency propagated a lack

were synthesized in the same batch under the

properties of nanoparticles and then develop the

of understanding of the need for basic science.

same conditions. In the past, because the struc-

applications of the newly-found properties.

Raising public awareness of its importance was a

ture of nanoparticles could not be observed, there

I was in the doctoral program in 2012 when the

challenge. What is more, academia itself seemed

was speculation that all the particles had the same

focus of nanoparticle studies was moving away

to give short shrift to researchers who conducted

structure. However, we found that was not the

from investigating the particles’ specific proper-

research at domestic institutes, not foreign ones.

case when we observed and took images of the

ties toward their application. It was at that time

IBS Research met two researchers who had opted

three-dimensional atomic arrangement of plat-

that the efforts to apply nanoparticles in bio-

for the IBS to start their research careers and

inum nanoparticles by electron microscopy. This

technology got bogged down due to problems of

then move to other places for further research.

was possible because we had developed a new ana-

biotoxicity. The IBS Center for Nanomaterials

lytic technique to observe particle structures with

was established at that critical juncture.

A scientist who became obsessed with the

a precision of 0.02 nm using electron microscopy.

Most of the researchers, by that time, strove to

The technique enabled us to confirm that

study the application of nanoparticles even though

nanoparticles produced in a single batch exhib-

they had studied the synthesis of the nanoparti-

Entering the office of Dr. KIM Byung Hyo, a big

it differences in their atomic arrangement and

cles. We were able to conduct research out of the

poster on the wall caught visitors’ attention. It

structure. We were able to actually see subtle

box thanks to the strengths specific to the IBS

sophisticated nature of ‘nanoparticles’
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KIM Byung Hyo
Assistant Professor at
Soongsil University Department of
Organic Materials and Fiber Engineering
(Former Research Fellow at IBS Center for
Nanoparticle Research)

KIM Sung Shin
Assistant Professor at Hanyang University
Department of Psychology and Brain Science
(Former Young Scientist Fellow (YSF)
at IBS Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research)
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research centers, and we produced great outputs.”
Dr. Kim published 15 papers in just four years,
and all of them were accepted in SCI indexed
journals. He worked as an IBS Research Fellow from September 2016 to December 2018 and
from March 2020 to August 2020—a total of
34 months. His break was for work in another
research project. Seven of his papers were published in world-renowned journals such as Science, the Journal of the American Chemical
Society (JACS), and Advanced Materials, and he
was the lead author in each of them.

The secret of creative research,
collaboration and immersion

When asked what he thinks the greatest strength

(Left) The cover of 2020 April 3rd issue of ‘Science’. The title of the article is ‘Visible Variety’.
(Right) 8 particles were observed from top to bottom. (A) An atomic density map showing the probability that an atom will be found.
(B) A map of individually tracked position information of atoms. (C) A three-dimensional map showing the atomic property index
that the research team obtained through calculation. (D) The characteristic three-dimensional map of a single particle, which was
spread out in several planes and displayed separately.

of the IBS research centers is, Kim answered

essary training process for a future indepen-

where domestic postdocs are considered failed

without hesitation that it is first and foremost

dent research career. I spent my early days at the

researchers. There is widespread concern that a

collaboration.

Center when Director HYEON Taeghwan led the

domestic postdoctoral researcher will have a hard

“An IBS research center has the scale of sever-

Center for Nanoparticle Research. I have tre-

time obtaining a professorship due to such bias.

al labs of other research institutes coming under

mendous respect for Director HYEON. He always

Kim became a professor at Soongsil University

the same roof, and this allowed me to conduct

emphasizes that researchers should be prepared

early this year even though much of his research

interdisciplinary research with researchers in

to work with their juniors. Looking back, I was

career experience was in Korea except for about

multiple areas.

able to get much of the training as a research-

two years of his postdoctoral research in chemical

This is the greatest strength of the IBS research

er at the IBS before acquiring my professor-

engineering at the University of Texas.

centers. For example, when analyzing the growth

ship. I could go through all the necessary stag-

When asked how he overcame the bias against

process of nanoparticles and its mechanisms, you

es from such basic training as solving problems

domestic postdocs, he said, “In fact, most of the

may want to both investigate them electrochemi-

and writing papers to researching and inter-

competitive postdocs are in the U.S. where doc-

cally and change the atomic arrangements on the

acting with junior researchers and how to teach

toral course students get research training before

surface of catalysts in a subtle way. However, you

and get along with students. I also learned how

they conduct their own research. It is no exag-

cannot do all these things alone. Such an attempt

to sketch a research project as an initial step,

geration to say that a considerable portion of

might have been thwarted at an ordinary research

set its direction, and what role I should play as a

research produced in the U.S. is done by postdocs.

lab, but I could do it at the IBS research center,

research leader. Thanks to such intensive train-

Korean postdoctoral research programs may not

clearing a series of obstacles one by one along the

ing in phases, I was able to minimize trial and

give you any advantage in obtaining a professor-

research process.” said Dr. Kim.

error as a new member of the faculty.”

ship as compared to overseas ones. Therefore, if

Kim said that his time at the IBS as a post-

Still, it seems that those who do postdoctor-

researchers consider doing postdoctoral research

doctoral researcher was rewarding. He went on

al research in Korea are not generally welcome

at home, they have to find a research environ-

to say, “I think the postdoctoral period is a nec-

in academia. There are even some extreme cases

ment similar to that of the U.S. Also, before mak-
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ing a decision, I advise them to thoroughly con-

research center director from every angle because

He went on to say, “For me, the IBS was just

sider whether the program offers enough research

the directors tend to have great authority over

like a military academy where I learnt and got

funding and colleagues to conduct research with.”

research in their respective centers,” said Kim.

prepared for ‘actual combat.’ I was able to take

He added, “University research centers except

“Luckily, the perception in academia is grad-

steps and prepare myself to be a full-time facul-

for government-funded research institutes tend

ually changing. Domestic PhDs are increasing-

ty member not only producing research but also

to center around students. At the IBS research

ly obtaining professorships and performing well. I

learning how to collaborate with other research-

centers, on the other hand, postdocs play sig-

think it will take about 10 more years for the turn-

ers and communicate with junior researchers.

nificant roles in research projects. You can find

about in the perception to be complete, though.

Now is the time for me to be of help to the students

a solution to any question or problem right there

I also believe that there will be more good

under my supervision. Many of them want to get

and pursue a long-term project, which is another

opportunities down the road as the IBS has

jobs at companies instead of becoming research-

advantage of doing postdoctoral program at the

everything that competitive research institutes

ers because research posts are rather limited.

IBS research centers.”

overseas have to offer, such as a good research

That is why I think longer and harder about what

“I am not saying that there is no disadvan-

environment that can bring about synergies in

research is helpful for them to get jobs. Com-

tage, though. In the case of the IBS, getting other

a variety of research areas, state-of-the art

panies tend to want those who can start work-

support is difficult, if not impossible, because

equipment, and the best researchers.”

ing in the field right after employment. I need to

the government gives it large grants. My recom-

When asked his ambition as a new professor

catch up with the industry trends and search for

mendation is that you think over whether your

and research, Professor Kim started by saying,

the areas that are of interest to them or which are

research is in line with the philosophy of an IBS

“Well, that’s rather confidential, you know.”

promising. I will not be able to conduct the kinds
of research projects that I did at the IBS, but I

“I don’t want to do
research that everyone
else is doing. Nevertheless,
I want to do research that
can help students find
employment while being
ahead of others.”

want to undertake research projects that will help
students get quality jobs by making the most of
what I have in the university setting.”

SCI papers★
SCI stands for Science Citation Index. Simply, you can think of it
as a list of internationally recognized scientific journals that have
passed rigorous standards.

Connect the scattered dots to
gain insight

Scientific knowledge may be a map created by
connecting a myriad of scattered dots. Gaining
new knowledge by connecting the dots requires
not only depth but also breadth of experience.
This may be the reason why a young scientist who
explored different areas in a fairly short period
time remains curious all the time.
Professor KIM Sung Shin was in the first
cohort of the Young Scientist Fellows of the Cen-
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ter for Neuroscience Imaging Research. He dou-

science at the University of Southern Califor-

offering was attractive enough even to estab-

ble-majored in chemical engineering and elec-

nia in 2013. He decided to come back to Korea due

lished researchers. My supervisor at Northwest-

trical and electronics engineering at Seoul

to personal reasons in his fourth year of post-

ern University jokingly asked me to find him

National University in 2003, earned his MS at

doctoral research and joined the Center for Neu-

another post. When I decided to join the IBS, it

Duke University (attempted an MS in Korea as

roscience Imaging Research at Sungkyunkwan

offered to a CI who does experiments KRW 300

well), and finally obtained his PhD. in neuro-

University, one of the IBS’ extramural research

million every year for five years (three years and

centers, in September 2017.

then two more years depending on performance).

“As a researcher, there are
times when you become
frustrated with your career
path and research results
aren’t satisfying. In that
case, I encourage you to
do your best at the moment
rather getting discouraged.
As for me, I discovered IBS
during those hard times.”

“I majored in chemistry in college but became

I found the YSF program attractive in that I

interested in the human brain after stumbling

could conduct research on any matter that inter-

into medical engineering. I started research-

ested me. The five years seemed to go by fast-

ing neuroscience while studying in the U.S. Since

er than I had expected because there was pres-

then, I have done research at various research

sure to produce concrete research outputs within

institutes. For example, I had been a postdoc-

that time frame. What is more, researcher posi-

toral researcher at the University of Chicago and

tions at the IBS are contract-based, so research-

Northwestern University and a visiting schol-

ers are hesitant to take risk in research. Many of

ar at the Advanced Telecommunications Research

my colleagues left for stable professorships, and

Institute International in Japan and the Max

attracting talents to positions at different lev-

Planck Institute in Germany. I served as a chief

els was challenging, including researchers at the

investigator (CI) at the IBS for three years after I

undergraduate and MS levels and those in doc-

happened to see the IBS Young Scientist Fellow-

toral programs and postdoctoral researchers. I

ship (YSF) invitation notice.” said Prof. Kim.

was lucky to become a professor before the YSF

He became a professor of cognitive science,

program ended.”

introduced as recently as in 2021, in the Department of Intelligence Computing at Hanyang

Neuroscientist unraveling the

University. People might believe that Kim has

mystery of ‘memory’

not experienced any obstacles in his path so far.
Weren’t there any forks in the road where he had

It was amazing that Kim produced such good

to make a hard choice?

research in the area he had chosen rather late.

He said, “After about four years as a postdoc-

When asked to introduce the key points of his

toral researcher, I had some ideas about research

research, he said, “I am researching human

and wanted to continue my research in a bit more

memory and learning with cutting-edge neuro-

stable environment. It was not easy to find a job

scientific tools. For example, people learn vari-

here in Korea. After several job interviews, I

ous movements over their entire lives. They learn

came to across the IBS.”

how to walk, run, play the piano, ride a bicycle,

“The most appealing things about the IBS

and so on in their daily lives and put them into

were that it had excellent facilities and appa-

memory. In the past, what was happening in the

ratuses, even better than overseas research

brain when mastering a totally new movement

centers, and that it offered exceptionally good
research funding to young scientists. The
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was not clearly understood.”
“Our research team ran experiments where a

participant was required to master new movements. Using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), we observed the changes that
occurred during the process and found which
part of the human brain is responsible for the
learning. As a result of the research, we found
out that the caudate nucleus, responsible for
romantic interaction, reward, motivation, etc.,
plays a significant role in learning new movements to the point where they are habitualized.
This research finding is expected to increase
understanding of movement disorders stemming
from such diseases as Parkinson’s and further
the development of therapeutic treatments. Our
research, however, did not stop there. I believed

Professor KIM Sung Shin’s
team analyzed the activation
patterns in the caudate
nucleus, a brain region
related to reward and
motivation, using functional
nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging. The results were
pushed in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of
Sciences (PNAS) in 2020.
In the initial stage (Early)
of first learning a new
motor task, the head of the
caudate nucleus is activated.
When the motor task is
performed proficiently (Late),
a transition occurs where
the tail part of the caudate
nucleus is activated. In the
figure on the right showing
the difference (Late-Early)
between before and after
learning, it can be seen that
the activation of the head
decreases (blue region)
while the activation of the tail
increases (red region) as
learning progresses.

that we could help develop efficient artificial
intelligence (AI) systems.”

areas can be developed into a research paper pub-

tum with emerging tools capable of dealing with

Brain research contributes to the development

lished in prominent journals. That is the power of

massive data such as AI. If you do not read papers

of treatments for brain diseases and crosses into

collaborative research that I always emphasize. My

in the area for a couple of years, for example, you

the area of AI, accentuating the importance of

research area is advancing fast. I did not intend to

cannot catch up with the research trends. The

‘cooperation’ and ‘insight’ that he always empha-

change any research area, catching up with the

problem will be even worse 10 years later, I guess.”

sizes.

trend. Somehow, I lit upon AI over the course of

“I have just started looking into this new area

“At the IBS, you can pursue a big research

research, which led me to such research ideas as

of AI and hope to make some contribution to it

subject that can only be addressed on the level

what influences AI has on brain research or what

10 years from now. I am now exploring a creative

of basic science because there are many large

research is needed when AI meets neuroscience. I

research subject that puts together AI and neu-

research centers. That is one of the merits of

believed that that is the power of insight.”

roscience, which is very interesting. As far as I

researching at the IBS. It also provides you with

Prof. Kim said that he continues to study just

know, there has not been any exchange between

considerable research funding, which in turn

like a graduate student as his area is in constant

the two areas. I am so excited to see the two

brings together competent and competitive stu-

flux. Then, what does he expect from himself 10

starting to converge. I believe many discoveries

dents and researchers to work together.

years from now?

will be made over the next 10 years, much more

The Center for Neuroscience Imaging Research,

“Neuroscience in the mid-19th century was

in particular, has experts in many different areas.

not much further advanced than during classical

Prof. KIM Byung Hyo and Prof. KIM Sung Shin,

The idea of the research that I just explained had

antiquity. However, the last 150 years have seen

in their own way, showed how important basic

struck me while I was talking with a research-

a sea change in neuroscience with new research

science is. They are living proof that the seeds that

er sitting next to me. As a researcher, it is real-

and technology emerging literally day after day.”

the IBS has sown over the last 10 years are now

ly good and helpful to have colleagues to dis-

He went on to say, “Widespread use of mag-

growing into robust trees that help keep Korea’s

cuss ideas with when you suddenly come up with

netic resonance imaging starting in the 1990s

basic science strong. For the trees to take firm root

a specific research idea. There, a mere idea dis-

has helped accelerate the advancement of neu-

and bear fruit, much interest and unsparing advice

cussed over a meal among experts in different

roscience. Its advances gained further momen-

are necessary.

than we now expect.”
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Special

A Decade of the IBS’ Journey
The journey of the Institute for Basic Science (IBS) started off fairly late compared to other institutes that were
established 100 or more years ago. Having strengthened its research base through the end of the 20th century
and the 2000s, Korean science and technology has built research capabilities in an increasingly intensive way
and has made steady headway in the field of basic science in a relatively short period of time.
The IBS has accelerated the growth of the nation’s science and technology.
Text YOON Shin Young Editor of Science Donga (ashilla@donga.com)
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Small but substantial growth

Overcoming the lack of quantity with high quality

Prior to the establishment of the IBS, the Korean government and

A close look at different indices reveals that the IBS, a compar-

the science and technology communities took a deep dive into major

atively small and still-growing basic science institute, has not

basic science research institutes or societies overseas. The aim was

yet shown outpacing performance in quantitative respects, but

to put in place an institute with innovative systems unlike any-

its publications are evaluated highly in qualitative respects. The

thing else at either government-or university-funded institutes

number of the IBS articles published in the journals listed in the

by benchmarking the most prominent institutes. At that time,

Science Citation Index (SCI) based on Clarivate, a global citation

the research centers in different forms and structures, including

database, and InCites, a research analytics platform, was 5,919

the RIKEN National Science Institute of Japan (RIKEN), the Max

during the period from 2012 to 2019, far fewer than the 26,074 of

Planck Society (MPG) of Germany, the French National Centre for

the RIKEN, 104,192 of the MPG, and 357,260 of the CNRS. Howev-

Scientific Research (CNRS), and research centers under the U.S.

er, it has the highest percentage of articles ranked in the top 1% of

Department of Energy, were producing a steady flow of significant

the highly-cited among the national research centers mentioned

research outputs, contributing to numerous fields from basic sci-

above. For the IBS, the percentage of the top 1% most cited out of all

ence to engineering.

the articles published in the SCI indexed journals was 3.82% or 226

The IBS, as of November 2021, has 30 research centers, one

articles. This is higher than that of the MPG (2.65%) and the RIKEN

institute (the Korea Virus Research Institute) and one project (the

(1.98%). Only the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL)

Rare Isotope Science Project) in mathematics, physics, chemis-

under the U.S. Department of Energy, out of the basic science

try, life science, earth science, and interdisciplinarity, and plans to

research centers of major countries, showed a higher percentage

establish 20 more centers. Still, its organization remains smaller

than the IBS with 4.58% according to the Landscape of Knowledge

than those of overseas institutes. For example, the MPG has a total

2020. The IBS ranking was relatively high even with university labs

of 86 research centers and the CNRS has 18 branch centers and six

included.

research departments. Also, the RIKEN runs 15 research centers
under its wing, apart from the main institute.

According to the 2008-2018 report on the analysis of the top 1% of
the highly-cited articles of major overseas research centers, pub-

The IBS is not on par with them in terms of manpower and

lished by the National Research Foundation (NRF) of Korea in June

budget funding. According to the Landscape of Knowledge 2020,

2020, there were just six universities with higher percentages than

published by the IBS at the end of 2020, the IBS had 2,250 staff

the IBS: the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (5.8%), the ETH

IBS is producing
high-quality
research results
relative to the size
of the institution.

members as of 2019. This is less than one-tenth of what the MPG
(23,767 people) and the CNRS (32,000 people) had as of 2018. It’s
even less than the RIKEN (3,572 people), which is also considered
a relatively small institute. The annual budget reflects the scale
of an organization. There was a significant discrepancy between
the 2019 total operating costs of the IBS at KRW 480.9 billion and
those of others with the RIKEN at KRW 1140.8 billion, the MPG at
KRW 2334.8 billion, and the CNRS at KRW 4480 billion. Despite
such differences in scale and budget, the IBS has achieved notable growth in a short period of time. It was able to put itself on the
map of world research communities by conducting high-quality
research.
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Zurich of Switzerland (5.6%), Stanford University (4.8%), the Uni-

excellence. Between 2012 and 2019, the IBS’ average number of

versity of King Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia (4.7%), Harvard Universi-

citations per article was 24, higher than that of the MPG (23.8) and

ty (4.6%), and the University of California, Berkeley (4.4%). The IBS’

the RIKEN (18.9). The institutes with higher figures were research

performance in this regard was the highest among Korean research

centers under the DOE including the LBNL, the Brookhaven

institutes during the same period. Based on the NRF’s report, the IBS’

National Laboratory (BNL) and the Argonne National Laborato-

percentage of the top 1% of the highly-cited was 4.0% or 191 out of

ry (ANL). The IBS performance in this regard is unrivaled in Korea

4,788 articles published in the SCI indexed journals, outstripping 2.9%

with the nation’s average being 9.8papers. As for the percentage of

of the Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology (UNIST),

articles that were cited at least once during the same period, the

1.7% of Sejong University, and 1.6% of Pohang University of Science

IBS recorded 88.5%, higher than that of the MPG (85%), the LBNL

and Technology, which ranked 2nd, 3rd, and 4th respectively.

(84%), the CNRS (81%), and the RIKEN (81%). The IBS’ performance

The IBS’ percentage of articles published in the journals placed in

was far higher than the Korean average of 70.6%.

the top 25% of the impact factor (IF), an overall quality indicator of
academic publications, was also high. Out of 5,856 articles published

Presenting a new model for basic science research institutes

between 2012 and 2019, some 74% were published in the top 20% of

IBS’s Research
Centers are
showing
excellent
research
results despite
the relatively
small amount
of budget or
manpower.
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IF journals, meaning three out of four articles were published in the

The issue is that the relatively small scale of the IBS means that the

top 25% of journals. This is higher when compared to that of over-

total number of publications is lower than that of other major insti-

seas institutes such as the MPG (68.6%), the LBNL (68%), and the

tutes. The IBS’ total number of articles published in the SCI indexed

RIKEN (56%). No other basic science research center of major coun-

journals up until 2019 was about 5900, far fewer than about 104,000

tries has a higher percentage in this category. Korea’s average is

of the MPG, 357,000 of the CNRS, and 26,000 of the RIKEN. Even

46%, meaning that the IBS’ performance was overall better than that

though the IBS has produced quality research articles with a high-

of any other domestic research center.

er percentage of top-quality publications than most of the world-

The number of citations per article, an indicator of how many

renowned research institutes, its quantitative performance leaves

times an academic article was cited in other articles on average, is

much to be desired. This makes it hard for the IBS to shake off its

high as well. Frequently-cited articles are typically those that are

image as a strong yet small research institute. For example, the IBS

likely to lay the foundation or have significant influence in a cer-

had 226 articles ranked in the top 1% of the highly-cited, a frac-

tain field, leading to further research. That is why the average

tion of the 2764 of the MPG. In terms of the percentage of the top 1%

citations per article is widely accepted as an indicator of research

of the highly-cited of all the articles published in the SCI indexed

IBS Research

journals, the IBS’ performance was better than that of the MPG.
However, MPG has roughly the same percentage of the top 1% citations even with more than ten times as many articles as the IBS.
That is why the MPG is considered more capable and influential. If
likened to sports teams, there should be a performance gap between
a country that can assemble just one first-string national team and
one that can assemble ten first-string teams.
Such a gap arises mainly due to big differences in terms of the
number of researchers and the budget funding, which are as much
as ten times greater, or more. Given the scale of the Korea’s economy and its competitiveness in industrial and application technol-

basic science. In July 2019, Physics Today, a monthly publication of

ogies, performance in the quantitative respect should have been

the American Institute of Physics, cynically commented that for the

better. This, however, will likely be gradually resolved by adding

IBS to continue to be successful, it had to win debates over other

more research centers while maintaining current level of compet-

Korean scientists or politicians.

itiveness and ensuring consistent policies and budget funding for
basic science research.

The Rare Isotope Science Project (RISP) aims to build the rare
isotope accelerator complex for on-line experiments also known

The IBS has produced noteworthy research outputs over the past

as the RAON. The completion of construction was delayed sever-

decade, a fairly short period of time, thereby offering a new model

al times, and it is now expected to be completed 10 years later than

for basic science research institutes. The institute is still in its high-

originally planned. It was initiated as part of the International Sci-

growth phase but it has already proven to be strong enough in

ence and Business Belt project, designed to promote basic science

research to lead advances in basic science, given the relatively limited

in 2011. The goal of the RISP is to build accelerator facilities that

budget funds and human resources invested. The IBS has potential to

accelerate heavy ions for collision with targets to produce a variety

achieve more in specific research areas of basic science if it can grow

of nuclei, enabling a wide range of research ranging from devel-

in size without any decline in qualitative performance. While secur-

oping new materials to unlocking the mysteries of how the uni-

ing steady budget funding and quality human resources is important,

verse was created. The construction of the RAON was first slated

ensuring autonomy and providing support in the long term so that

for completion by 2017, but it was delayed and its basic design mod-

the institute can fully commit itself to research is also essential. It is

ified three times. Its completion was scheduled in 2021 as of last

often challenging for established government-funded research cen-

year, but an expert task force team, after the review of the project,

ters or university laboratories to create a research environment where

concluded that completion in 2021 was practically impossible and a

promising young researchers from different backgrounds can gath-

delay was necessary. Completion is now scheduled for 2027.

er together with seasoned veterans to conduct challenging research.

At the moment, the construction is underway in two phases.

The IBS offers such a dynamic research environment and is expected

Phase 1 aimed at building the SCL3 is expected to be completed in

to breathe new life into the research communities of Korea.

2021 as two of the remaining 15 modules are being tested. Then, the

The decade-long journey of the IBS has not been without twists

accelerator will be cooled down to around -271.15 °C or 2 K (K is the

and turns. The average budget per center was reduced in the early

standard measure of absolute temperature) before the accelerator

days and there was a case of misappropriation of research funds.

in operation is unveiled in 2022 with some adjustments. The con-

At one point, the government attempted to limit the autonomy of

struction has been delayed due to some challenges, but it is expect-

the IBS research centers. Some researchers at universities ques-

ed to be completed as scheduled in close collaboration with partners

tioned the need for large research centers in advancing Korea’s

at home and abroad.

IBS has
been making
numerous
remarkable
achievements in
its short 10-year
history, and it
is presenting a
new model for
basic science
research
institutes.
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Into the IBS

Center for Synaptic Brain
Dysfunctions

Revealing the
cause of impaired
social skills in
autism patients

IBS Center for Synaptic Brain Dysfunctions employed

protein result in a reduction in the function of ‘NMDA

animal experiments to uncover the mechanism behind

receptors’, which are important for synapse and neu-

the impaired social skills in autism patients. This dis-

ron activities, thereby leading to autism. Next this

covery will greatly contribute to the understanding and

study revealed the principle of synapse-level prob-

treatment of autism-related impairment in social skills.

lems leading to the deterioration of social and cognitive

Autism spectrum disorders are brain development

abilities.

disability that afflicts about 2% of the world population.

To find the link between brain changes and cog-

The key symptoms of autism are reduction in social

nitive functions, the team used Shank2 mutant mice

skills and cognitive abilities, but the exact mechanisms

with autism for interaction with various targets such as

of the disease are unknown.

moving objects and other mice. Observation of the

In previous research, the Center for Synaptic Brain
★

Dysfunctions verified that defects in the ‘Shank2 ’
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medial prefrontal cortex showed that neurons in normal mice responded differently depending on the

Mechanism and recovery of social ability
deterioration verified in Shank2 mutant mice
Normal mice

Delivery of excitatory
signal using NMDA receptor

Amplification of excitatory
signals through electrical synapses

Delivery of
inhibitory signals

Pv
neuron

Excited
neuron

*Multiple firing is particularly important

Recovery of sociality in Shank2 mutant
mice through optogenetic stimulation

Shank2 mutant mice
Weakened NMDA receptor functions
→ weakened
excitatory signal delivery

Weakened NMDA receptor
functions → weakened
excitatory signal delivery

Enhanced electrical synapse
functions → enhanced
excitatory signal amplification

Enhanced electrical synapse
functions → enhanced
excitatory signal amplification

*But it cannot completely compensate
for the weakened NMDA receptor
functions

*Optogenetic stimulation effectively
generates multiple firing through
electrical synapses

Reduction of
multiple firing → decrease in
sociality

Increase in multiple firing
→ recovery of sociality

Delivery of excitatory signal

Optogenetic stimulation
using laser

Delivery of inhibitory signal

Electrical synapse

NMDA receptor functions were weakened in Shank2 mutant mice neurons. On the other hand, among the inhibitory neurons the electrical synapses,
which connect the synapses that amplify the excitatory signal received by the Pv neurons, were overly strengthened. Even when the electrical synapse is strengthened,
it cannot compensate for the weakened NMDA receptor functions, so the interaction between neurons is weakened and multiple firing is reduced.
This results in autistic mice having difficulty distinguishing between socially interacting targets and other objects. At this time, if specific Pv neurons are activated
with an optogenetic stimulus (light), multiple firing increases in nearby Pv neurons through enhanced electrical synapses, which restores sociality.

subject, but the autistic mice could not distinguish the

deterioration of cognitive and social skills.

root cause and recovery strategy for social disability

different targets and showed similar neural patterns.

Furthermore, they found that the ‘electrical syn-

In other words defects in Shank2 protein result in a

apses’, which are the direct link between neurons,

Director KIM Eun Joon said, “We have succeeded

decrease in social skills.

were over-activated in Pv neurons. When optogenetic

in not only elucidating the specific mechanism of social

In the brain of autistic mice, the NMDA receptor func-

stimulation was given to specific Pv neurons, multiple

disability, which is the main symptom of autism but also

tion of ‘Parvalbumin (Pv) neurons’, which are among the

firings occurred to neighboring Pv neurons through

found a way to improve the sociality.” The research

inhibitory neurons related to social and cognitive abil-

electrical synapses, and social and cognitive abilities

results were published in the online edition of the inter-

ities, was weakened. This results in the reduction of

were restored.

national academic journal Nature Communications on

‘burst firing’ of the neurons, which hinders the inter-

This study is the first to detect the reduction of mul-

actions among neurons. This means that defects in

tiple firing and reinforcement of electrical synapses in

Shank2 protein cause problems in Pv neurons NMDA

an autism model. This is expected to provide a clue

receptors, which leads to a reduction in burst firing and

to the development of treatments by suggesting the

resulting from autism.

August 25.

★

Shank2 protein
A protein that is present in the post-synaptic synapse among
the excitatory synapses of neurons.
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Center for Nanoparticle
Research

Highly conductive
and elastic
nanomembrane
for skin
electronics

“Skin electronics” are thin flexible electronics that could

surface tensions. When there is a gradient in surface

be mounted onto the skin. While it may sound like

tension, a Marangoni flow is generated away from the

something out of science fiction, it is anticipated that

region with lower surface tension towards the region

soon such devices can have a wide range of applica-

with higher surface tension. This means that dropping

tions such as health monitoring, health diagnosis, virtu-

a liquid with lower surface tension generates Maran-

al reality, and human-machine interface.

goni flow, causing the dropped liquid to spread thinly

Skin electronics require a stretchable conductor which features ultrathin thickness, metal-like con-

The float assembly method consists of a three-step

ductivity, high stretchability, and ease of patternability.

process. The first step involves dropping a composite

Despite extensive research, it was not yet possible to

solution, which is a mixture of metal nanowires, rubber

develop a material that possesses all of these proper-

dissolved in toluene, and ethanol, on the surface of the

ties simultaneously.

water. This assembles the nanomaterials into a mono-

Led by professor HYEON Taeghwan and KIM Dae-

layer at the interface between water and a very thin

Hyeong, researchers at the Center for Nanoparticle

rubber/solvent film. In the second step, the surfactant is

Research unveiled a new method to fabricate a com-

dropped to generate a second wave of Marangoni flow

posite material in a form of nanomembrane, which comes

which tightly compacts the nanowires. Finally, in the

with all of the above-mentioned properties. The new

third step, the toluene is evaporated, and a nanomem-

composite material consists of metal nanowires that are

brane with a unique structure in which a highly com-

tightly packed in a monolayer within ultrathin rubber film.

pacted monolayer of nanowires is partially embedded

This novel material was made using a process that

A multifunctional wearable device made using nanomembrane
electrode developed by the IBS research team.

across the surface of the water.

in an ultrathin rubber film is obtained.

the team developed called a “float assembly method”.

Its unique structure gives the material excellent phys-

The float assembly takes advantage of the Marangoni

ical properties, such as a stretchability of over 1,000%,

effect, which occurs in two liquid phases with different

and a thickness of only 250 nm. Cold welding and stacking the nanomembrane lead to a metal-like conductiv-

Mechanism behind tears of wine phenomenon? ‘Marangoni Effect’

Ethanol
evaporation

Minimum
ethanol
concentration
(strong
evaporation)

ity of over 100,000 S/cm. Furthermore, the researchers
demonstrated that the nanomembrane can be patterned
using photolithography, which is a key technology that is
Gravity

widely used for manufacturing electronic devices. Therefore, it is expected that the nanomembrane can serve as
a new platform material for skin electronics.
The implications of this study may go well beyond
the development of skin electronics. While this study
showcased a composite material consisting of silver
nanowires within styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene
(SEBS) rubber, it is also possible to use the float assem-

Time
The Marangoni effect is caused by the property of the surface of a liquid, which has a tendency to contract and take up as small
an area as possible. It occurs when two liquids with different surface tensions meet. In a glass of wine, which is a mixture of ethanol
and water, over time the wine adheres to the walls of the glass via capillary effect, forming a thin film. The ethanol evaporates first,
and as a result the thin film of wine on the wine glass wall has more water than the bulk wine below. This causes more wine to be
drawn up the glass by Marangoni effect, as the bulk wine has lower surface tension. The remaining water after evaporation of
ethanol form droplets and fall back into the wine, giving it a weeping appearance.
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bly method on other various types of nanomaterials
and elastomers. Therefore, it is expected that the float
assembly can open new research fields involving various types of nanomembranes with different functions.

Center for Multidimensional
Carbon Materials

Creation of the
most perfect
graphene

Folding

Stress-free graphene

Graphene under
compressive stress

Folding

Ripples & remained strain

The mechanism by which folding occurs in graphene. In general, graphene is grown at a high temperature of above 1320 K, and folding
occurs during the cooling process. The IBS research team confirmed that folding occurs at a temperature of about 1030 K or higher.

A team of researchers led by Director Rod RUOFF

folds are formed at or above 1020 K during the cool-

sons behind the formation of these folds. They discov-

at the Center for Multidimensional Carbon Materials

ing process. After learning this, the team decided to

ered that the deadhesion, which is the cause of the

(CMCM) have achieved growth and characterization of

grow graphene on Cu-Ni(111) foils at several differ-

folds, is initiated at the “bunched step edge” regions

large area, single-crystal graphene that has no wrin-

ent temperatures around 1020 K, which led to a dis-

between the single crystal Cu-Ni(111) plateaus. “This

kles, folds, or adlayers. It can be said to be the most

covery that large-area, high-quality, fold-free, and

deadhesion at the bunched step edge regions triggers

perfect graphene that has been grown and character-

adlayer-free single-crystal graphene films can be

the formation of graphene folds perpendicular to the

ized, to date.

grown in a temperature range between 1000 K and

step edge direction”, noted co-corresponding author

1030 K.

Luo. Ruoff further notes that “We discovered that step-

The graphene films always contained long “folds”
that are the consequence of tall wrinkles that form as

Importantly, the research team was able to achieve

bunching of a Cu-Ni(111) foil surface suddenly occurs

the graphene is cooled from the growth temperature

“scaling up” of graphene production using this meth-

at about 1030 K, and this ‘surface reconstruction’ is the

down to room temperature. This results in an unde-

od. The graphene was successfully grown on 5 foils

reason why the critical growth temperature of fold-free

sirable reduction in the performance of graphene

(dimension 4 cm x 7 cm) simultaneously in a 6-inch

graphene is at ~1030 K or below”.

field effect transistor (GFET) if the “fold” is in the active

diameter home-built quartz furnace. In addition, when

Such large-area fold-free single-crystal gra-

region of the GFET. The folds also contain “cracks” that

the researchers tested the weight loss of Cu-Ni(111)

phene film allows for the straightforward fabrication of

lower the mechanical strength of the graphene.

foils after 5 runs of growth and transfers, the net loss

integrated high-performance devices oriented in any

The next exciting challenge was thus eliminating

was only 0.0001 grams. This means that the growth

direction over the entire graphene film. These sin-

these folds. CMCM researchers first implemented a

and transfer methods using the Cu-Ni(111) can be per-

gle-crystal graphene films will be important for fur-

series of ‘cycling’ experiments that involved “cycling”

formed repeatedly, essentially indefinitely.

ther advances in basic science, which will lead to new

the temperature immediately after growing the gra-

In the process of achieving fold-free single-crystal

phene at 1320 K. These experiments showed that the

graphene, the researchers also discovered the rea-

applications in electronic, photonic, mechanical, thermal, and other areas.
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Center for Integrated
Nanostructure Physics

A new singleatom catalyst
can produce
hydrogen from
urea at an
exceptional rate

While hydrogen is widely suggested as an alternative

Led by Associate Director LEE Hyo Young of the

fuel with zero carbon emission, the majority of com-

Center for Integrated Nanostructure Physics with-

mercial hydrogen fuel production is obtained from the

in the IBS located at Sungkyunkwan University, the

refining of fossils fuels. The limited reservoir of fossils

IBS research team developed a strategy to achieve

fuels and their negative impact on the environment has

ultra-high loading of single metal atom sites. This was

encouraged researchers to develop alternative tech-

accomplished by introducing surface strain on the

nologies to produce hydrogen fuel through an eco-

support material, which allowed for exceptional urea

friendly process.

oxidation assisted hydrogen fuel generation.

Catalysts based on noble metals, such as platinum

“We used liquid nitrogen quenching method to

(Pt) and rhodium (Rh), are used to enhance the rate

generate tensile strain on the surface of cobalt oxide

of the oxidation process. However, these noble metal

(Co3O4). The ultra-high cooling rate expands the lattice

catalysts are very expensive and show poor perfor-

parameter of the quenched sample because of ther-

mance under long-term operation.

mal expansion, giving rise to tensile strain on the oxide

Recently, single-atom-catalysts (SACs) have

surface. The strained surface of Co3O4 stabilized ~

shown exceptional performances compared to nano-

200% higher loading of rhodium single atom (RhSA; 6.6

materials-based counterparts. However, the low metal

wt% bulk loading and 11.6 wt% surface loading) sites

loading (<3 wt%) of SACs, which is caused by the ten-

compared to the pristine Co3 O4 surface. We found

dency of the surface atoms to migrate, poses a serious

that the strained surface can significantly increase the

challenge for a scalable application.

migration energy barrier of RhSA compared to the pristine surface, inhibiting their migration and agglomera-

From left,
Researcher Ashwani KUMAR
Associate Director LEE Hyo Young
Researcher LIU Xinghui

tion,” says the Ph.D. candidate, Ashwani KUMAR, the
first author of the study.
The research team evaluated the catalytic efficiency and the working voltage needed for urea oxidation using this new catalyst. The advanced catalyst (RhSA on strained Co3O4) required only 1.28 V vs.
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) to attain a current density of 10 mA per cm2 of the electrode, which
was lower than that of the commercial Pt and Rh catalysts’ requirements of 1.34 and 1.45 V, respectively.
In addition, the catalyst also showed long-term stability for 100 hours without any change of structure.
The group used density functional theory simulation
to explore the origin of the new catalyst’s extraordinary performance, which was revealed to be due to
superior urea adsorption and stabilization of CO*/NH*
intermediates.
The study was published online on September 30th
in journal ‘Energy & Environmental Science’.
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Center for Quantum
Nanoscience

ESR-STM on
single molecules
and moleculebased structures
Scaling down information devices to the atomic scale

ited on the surface of a thin magnesium oxide film

has brought the interest of using individual spins

grown on a silver substrate. They were then imaged

as a basic unit for data storage. This requires pre-

and probed using an STM equipped with ESR capa-

cise detection and control of spin states and a better

bilities. This work has extended the ESR experimental

understanding of spin-spin interactions.

platform from single atoms to a much broader class of

For the first time ever, scientists at the IBS Center for

matter–magnetic molecules, which brings many more

Quantum Nanoscience at Ewha Womans Universi-

possibilities to perform quantum control on single mag-

ty (QNS) have imaged the spin of an individual molecule

netic molecules.

using electron spin resonance in a scanning tunnel-

Electron spin resonance is widely employed in

ing microscope. This achievement, published this month

biology and chemistry to determine the structure of

in Nature Chemistry, harnessed the power of synthetic

unknown molecules and to measure the dynamic

chemistry to control the electron spin of a molecule.

properties of spins in these molecules. ESR is a cousin

A scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has the

of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that most peo-

ability to see exact atomic structures, atom by atom,

ple are familiar with from hospital visits. ESR is also an

at a level that is not possible with other techniques.

essential tool in the emerging research field of quan-

This study uses an electric microwave applied to the

tum-coherent★ nanoscience, where the quantum

STM tip to drive electron spin resonance (ESR) on sin-

properties of spins are utilized for quantum computa-

gle molecules and investigate the magnetic interaction

tion and quantum information science.

between two molecules using this technique.

This is a photograph of the surface of the test sample taken
using a scanning tunneling microscope. Iron phthalocyanine
(FePc) molecules, iron (Fe) atoms, and titanium (Ti) atoms are
deposited on a insulating layer of magnesium oxide (MgO) on
a silver (Ag) substrate.

“It is impressive to see that the intermolecular inter-

“Employing single molecules in atomic-scale quan-

action can be investigated with an energy resolution in

tum-control studies is always of high interest and impor-

the nano-electron volt precision. Certainly, we should

tance. This work sheds light on some intriguing magnetic

explore more unknowns with this fantastic ESR-STM

interactions between non-localized spins, which is cru-

technique,” says Yu WANG of QNS.

cial for developing molecule-based spintronic devices,”
says the paper’s first author, Dr. Xue ZHANG.
Fe, Ti atoms, and FePc molecules were co-depos-

Quantum-coherent

★

A qubit works properly when it is in a specific state called quantum-coherence. It is a state in which the spins of the quantum
states are aligned with each other.
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Viewpoint

At the doorstep of the
quantum computing era
Quantum Computing is taking the world by storm.
The IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience is exploring novel
quantum systems for their application as fundamental building
blocks, so-called quantum bits or qubits. To build such systems
we use individual atoms which allows us to engineer quantum
systems at the fundamental limit of matter.
Text Christoph WOLF
IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience (wolf.christoph@qns.science)
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Photo by IBM

The first general-purpose quantum computer showcased by IBM, the IBM Q System
One. This photo is a close-up of the dilution refrigerator of IBM Q System One,
a circuit based 20- qubit quantum computer. While it is cannot yet replace existing
computers, it is attracting attention as an early form of quantum computer system that
is getting closer to commercialization in the future.

Building quantum systems one spin at a time

The idea of quantum computation is often ascribed to Richard
FEYNMAN (1918-1988), who realized that a conventional computer would never be able to simulate a realistic quantum system given
the complex interactions between quantum particles. Instead, he
hypothesized that a simulation of such a system would require a
new kind of computer, built using quantum parts.
40 years later, we have taken a quantum leap ahead in this
vision, with several quantum computers available in semi-commercial settings, where IBM’s Q System One and Google’s Sycamore were competing for quantum supremacy only two years ago.
1)

Quantum supremacy, a concept coined by John PRESKILL (born

1953) in 2012, describes a scenario where a quantum computer performs a task that no classical computer would be able to. Whether quantum supremacy has yet been achieved is an open discussion,
but it is indisputable that quantum computers are emerging from
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Photo by IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience

Part of an STM exposing the
complex system required to
keep the sample at ultralow
temperatures.

obscurity and entering into the mainstream-with potentially dis-

Individual atoms (dark) and molecules
(red crosses) as seen in an STM. These
are potential building blocks for qubits that
can be assembled with atomic precision.

Quantum bitsqubits

rupting consequences.
To understand how quantum computers are different from the

In this article, we want to focus on the hardware that can represent

classical computers we all know today it is best to remember that

these wave functions in a device. For reasons that will become clear

at the heart of each classical computer lies a processor that per-

in a moment, such a device has much less in common with a smart-

forms millions of sequential logical operations on the binary

phone or laptop-instead, it is a large cryogenic chamber keep-

states (0 and 1), which are represented as charges, e.g., if a charge

ing the quantum system at near absolute zero, often equipped with

is present the state is 1 and 0 otherwise. In a quantum comput-

strong magnetic fields and myriads of wires. As hinted before, any

er, this binary state is replaced by a superposition of two quantum

quantum bit (qubit for short) requires two basis states and the abil-

states, which can be written as |0 > and |1 <. This, when com-

ity to put them in superposition, a quantum mechanical phenom-

bined using complex amplitudes a and b, yields the wave-function

enon that has no classical equivalent. One is, theoretically, free to

|ψ > = a|0 > + b|1 >. One can intuitively already anticipate that

choose from any two-level quantum system to build such a qubit

this quantum object can probably do more than the binary states

but not all qubits will be good qubits. Specifically, a qubit should

consisting of 0s and 1s. To harness the power that lies in the com-

have a long lifetime and coherence time, which are measures of how

bination of such wave functions, one needs to devise complex

long a wavefunction can survive. In a perfectly isolated system and

algorithms that, in a nutshell, will be able to perform the millions

at zero temperature, these times would be infinite. But to operate

of sequential logical operations of a classical computer in a single,

on the quantum system, it needs to be in contact with the environ-

parallel step.

ment, which inadvertently leads to finite lifetimes of its quantum
states. Consequently, all existing quantum computing platforms
divert a large amount of effort towards minimizing the interaction
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with the environment by operating in high vacuum and ultralow

ically to make a measurement, potentially disturbing or destroy-

temperatures.

ing the quantum state. To avoid this, we devised a new method that

Without going into too much detail, additional criteria, the so-

allows us to measure the quantum state remotely using a weak-

called DiVincenzo criteria, should be met by a quantum system for

ly coupled sensor spin. This approach only minimally perturbs the

it to be useful for quantum computation purposes. In particular,

qubit and represents a milestone in achieving long-lived quantum

scalability, the ability to initialize the system, to perform quantum

states within an artificially assembled structure on a surface.

operations on it, and to measure the outcomes are strong requirements.

Once the individual qubit is well characterized, it will be ultimately desirable to bring many of these building blocks together
and measure their collective (also called ensemble in this context)

Like LEGObut with atoms!

behavior. Assembling thousands of atoms by atom manipulation
whilst not impossibleis probably too time-consuming. Instead,

Currently, several mature architectures for quantum computers

we rely on the self-assembly of molecular structures that can be

exist. These include ion traps or superconducting qubits. Nucle-

arranged in regular patterns, providing a template that hosts the

ar spins and electronic spins in a solid-state environment are also

qubits. The result is a large array of well-ordered surface spins.

being explored for quantum applications. When thousands of spins

To measure such a system, a new ESR machine that can see such

are collectively studied at the same time, it often becomes impos-

an infinitely thin. (1 monolayer of molecules for example would be

sible to understand the limiting factors of the individual building

roughly 100,000 times thinner than a human hair!) layer without

blocks.

being thrown off by whatever is underneath, a feature also called

That’s why the IBS Center for Quantum Nanoscience, launched

surface sensitivity, had to be developed.

in 2017 took, a different approach by building quantum systems
using a bottom-up approachatom by atom, molecule by mole-

When can I buy one?

cule, and spin by spin. In some sense, this approach is like building
a larger structure out of LEGO bricksonly that our bricks

The truth is that you won’t be able to have quantum

can be as small as single magnetic atoms. Arranging them

computers with atomically assembled spins on a sur-

on a surface is made possible by atom manipulation with

face in your hands anytime soon. At this point, we are

sub-nanometer precision using a scanning tunneling

not even convinced that this platform for quantum

microscopeSTM for short. Instead of an electron spin

computing hardware is particularly practical-instead,

coupled to nuclear spins of thousands of atomsa sce-

we are focusing on understanding fundamental pro-

nario common in quantum dotswe can now narrow it

cesses of open quantum systems on surfaces and near

down to a single spin coupled only to the nuclear spin

interfaces from a basic science point of view. A better

of the same atom. To drive and measure the spin we

understanding of sources of decoherence in such sys-

employ electron-spin resonance (ESR), which involves

tems at the atomic level and how to mitigate them will

a time-varying voltage signal of suitable energy (in

eventually benefit all solid-state qubits. In the mean-

this context the energy is often expressed in frequency

time, join us in building the quantum future-one atom

and lies in the frequency range of radio-waves or giga-

at a time.

Hertz) is fed directly to the STM where it interacts with
the electron spin.

rent needs to pass through the quantum system period-

GIB

One disadvantage of the STM technique is that a cur-

References
1) https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/10/on-quantumsupremacy/
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IBS FLASHBACK

What is the world made of
The research activities section of the Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe on the
IBS homepage states that particle physics and cosmology were created in an effort to
describe the origin of the universe, and they are based on the Standard Model and General
Relativity. The ultimate goal of the Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe is discovering
the new laws of physics beyond the Standard Model.
Text CHANG Sang Hyeon
IBS Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe (sang.chang@gmail.com)

Our complex universe is governed by just four fundamental forces:

relativity, however, the description of the Standard Model required

the electromagnetic force, weak interactions, strong interactions,

a considerable number of research papers, meaning many scientists

and the gravitational force. The electromagnetic and weak and

poured great effort into the description of the Standard Model in a

strong interactions can be described by the theory of the so-called

differential equation.

‘Standard Model’ and gravitation by the general theory of relativity.
It is well known that the theory of relativity was formulated
by Albert EINSTEIN. It is a fundamental theory that explains the

Leaving a short but long-lasting
impression-Weinberg’s ‘A Model of Leptons’

relationship between gravity and space-time of the universe. The
Standard Model describes the elementary particles, which are the

Out of the research publications, a very short three-page paper

basic building blocks of the universe as we know it, such as quarks,

titled ‘A Model of Leptons’ by Steven WEINBERG, stood out. It was

leptons including electrons, and gauge bosons, which are mediators

published in Physical Review Letters by the American Physical Soci-

of their interactions.

ety in 1967 when Weinberg was a visiting professor at the Massachu-

Pakistani scientist Abdus SALAM (1926-1996) and American

setts Institute of Technology (MIT). As the title suggests, the article

scientists Sheldon Lee GLASHOW (born 1932) and Steven WEIN-

described electrons and neutrinos, two leptons that were discovered

BERG (1933-2021) received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1979 for

by that time, and the electromagnetic force and the weak interac-

their contribution to the Standard Model.

tions that act on the particles, contributing to a unifying model of the

The Model, one of the most fundamental principles of physics, is
based on special relativity and quantum mechanics. Unlike general
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two fundamental forces. Nevertheless, it was short of being complete
in that it did not address quarks and strong interactions.
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The quark model and quantum chromodynamics (QCD), which

matter, cosmic particles, nuclear decay, and nuclear reaction,

describes strong interactions, came into play in 1964 and 1965,

leading to a boom in research on equations of motion that explain

respectively, but they were not experimentally confirmed in 1967

the motions of very small elementary particles. Newton’s Laws of

when the Weinberg’s article was published. However, the article

Motion had dominated the last four centuries but are not adequate

explained the core of the Standard Model concerning the sponta-

to explain particles of very small size or very high velocity. In the

neous breaking of gauge symmetries due to Higgs potential, and

20th century, special relativity explains the movement of matter

the masses of the W and Z bosons, and fermions. What is more,

at ultra-fast speeds approaching the speed of light and quantum

it allowed for incorporation of quarks and gluons into the Model

mechanics, which deals with the behavior of atoms and their con-

without a theoretical change. That is why the Weinberg’s article is

stituents, emerged. They were soon followed by relativistic quan-

considered defining (Salam also presented the same in a conference

tum mechanics formulated by Paul DIRAC.

but did not write a paper).

Pioneer of the Standard Model who dreamed of the
Completion of the Standard Model including the Quarks!?

perfect Theory of Everything, passes away

Fundamental theory for all matter
Based on these theories, with the help of particle collision experOn top of the Weinberg’s article, the quantum chromodynamics or

iments and the development of particle accelerators, physics of

QCD model postulated by HAN Moo Young and Yoichiro NAMBU

high-energy particles including the creation and annihilation of

contributed to the formulation of the Standard Model with quarks

particles and antiparticles gained momentum. The need for a new

included. With the inclusion of quarks, which make up neutrons

theory arose because interactions of different particles could not be

and protons, the elementary particle constituting matter, the Model

explained by the existing theories.

gained enough credibility to be regarded as a theory of fundamental matter particles.

In the 1960s, a quantum theory surfaced and the nature of elementary particles such as quarks and leptons, which make up mat-

Since the 1950s, much progress has been made in particle phys-

ter, were discussed. The method of describing interactions between

ics with the discoveries of relativistic quantum mechanics, anti-

particles via a mathematical framework called gauge symmetries was
introduced. Weinberg’s article explained the dynamics of electrons
and neutrinos with a mathematical concept of the SU(2) gauge
group. This had already been
published by C.N. YANG (born
1922) and R.L. MILLS (19271999). According to their theory, however, the mass of electrons

Cover of the ‘A Model
of Leptons’ (right),
which was a paper
published in 1967 by
Steven WEINBERG
(left), an American
Physicist. Although
the paper did not
yet describe the
complete Standard
Model, it served as
a key foundation for
future physicists.
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should be zero, so it was considered
inadequate to explain real electrons
that do have mass.
Weinberg introduced the theory of gauge symmetries, which united electromagnetic forces and weak
interactions based on the theory of

Yang and Mills. Also, to give mass to electrons and W bosons, he

boson in 1983 and the Higgs boson in 2012 put the final touches on

incorporated the Higgs mechanism or spontaneous breakdown of

the experimental confirmation of Weinberg’s theory.

gauge symmetries that was discovered by Higgs and others in 1964.

Weinberg, in his book The First Three Minutes published in 1977,

The idea of unifying electromagnetic force and weak interactions

explained his theory in plain language to help the public under-

based on the theory of Yang and Mills was proposed already by

stand the origin and the expansion of the universe, production of

Glashow in 1961. Some might think that Weinberg did not add any

elementary particles, and the theory unifying the forces of nature

contribution, but that was not the case. Weinberg played the role of

that were discussed in the academic community in the late 1960s.

a main chef who presented exceptionally exquisite cuisine with the

He also detailed how the Standard Model was formulated.

best quality ingredients.

Recognized for his achievements, Weinberg received many of the

Weinberg, in his short article, maintained gauge symmetry, a

world’s honors and renowned awards. He was awarded the Nation-

crucial feature of the Standard Model while resolving the prob-

al Medal of Science in 1991 by the President of the United States, the

lem of electrons’ mass that was not addressed by Yang and Mills.

Andrew Gemant Award in 1997 by the American Institute of Physics

He also explained the existence of the heavy gauge particles, one

(AIP), and the Special Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Phys-

of the mysteries of weak interactions, and predicted the existence

ics in 2020, known as the Silicon Valley Nobel. Steve Weinberg never

of the heavy, electrically neutral gauge Z boson. He even predicted

stopped working and continued to write and conduct research until

the properties of the neutral Higgs boson. The discoveries of the Z

he passed away on July 23, 2021, at the age of 88.
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CHOI Young Ki
President of the Korea Virus Research Institute
(Director of the Center for Study of
Emerging and Re-emerging Viruses)

Scientists who fight against the virus

Fighting against unseen invaders
‘Virus’.
The word became popular in the press after the first reports of COVID-19 in 2019.
In a world where human health is being threatened by the virus,
IBS launched ‘Korea Virus Research Institute’ to establish core research capabilities to
combat viruses and contribute to the national security against infectious diseases.

SHIN Eui-Cheol
Director of the Center
for Viral Immunology
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An entity possessing genetic material such as DNA

ture as targets of scientific research after the

or RNA often considered a living orgasm, but in

tobacco mosaic virus was discovered in the late

fact is not due to its inability to survive on its own.

19th century. Since then, millions of virus-

What is this mysterious, unpleasant ‘entity’?

es have been discovered. Of them, about 500,000

This ‘entity’ here piggybacks on other organ-

are known to be fatal to human beings. Unfortu-

isms, using them as its host for propagating itself.

nately, there’s no known way of protecting our-

Like living organisms, it is capable of evolv-

selves against such deadly viruses in advance.

ing and delivering genetic material, but it is not a

“We can count on one hand the viruses we

living organism in the sense that it doesn’t have

human beings have been able to wipe out com-

‘organs’ that enable it to carry out these processes

pletely, such as polio and smallpox. And we can

by itself.

fend off only a fraction of the viruses out there

While this mysterious entity continues to rage

with vaccines. We can get vaccinated to pro-

across the world, threatening the existence of

tect against viruses such as dengue fever and the

humanity and leaving scientists scrambling to

Zika virus, but there are far more viruses that

find out where it came from, we interviewed CHOI

we can’t protect ourselves from. For example,

Young Ki, Director of the Korea Virus Research

some viruses have high mortality rates, but they

Institute (and also Director of the Center for

are left unresearched because they affect a small

Study of Emerging and Re-emerging Virus-

number of people and are thus less prioritized.”

harming each other.”
Although most virus research at IBS is at the
level of basic science, Dr. Choi’s ultimate goal is to

es) and SHIN Eui-Cheol, Director of the Center

CHOI Young Ki, Director of the Korea Virus

save humanity from the threat of pandemics. This

for Viral Immunology, at the IBS headquarters in

Research Institute, is a virus expert with a Ph.D.

means he needs to keep an eye on research poten-

Daejeon to find out more.

degree in virology. Before joining the research

tial for practical application. Along these lines,

institute, Choi conducted a wealth of basic

the Center for Study of Emerging and Re-emerg-

Virus, we all know what it is

research on highly pathogenic viruses, working

ing Viruses plans to carry out projects aimed at

but have a hard time describing

in medical and zoonotic disease labs (BSL3, Bio-

identifying the processes through which mutant

Safety Level) at Chungbuk and other universi-

and zoonotic viruses make people sick and develop

Now, the word ‘virus’ is on everyone’s lips, but if

ties. In 2020, he published research that verified

self-test kits and treatments for high-risk viral

you ask someone “so, what is a virus?” very few

the infection and propagation process of COVID-

diseases.

can give a clear answer. The textbook definition

19 for the first time in the world by using an ani-

of a virus is as follows.

mal research model (Cell Host & Microbe, 2020)

War against viruses,

“A quasi microorganism that lives off liv-

he had developed. This was followed by anoth-

the solution is immunity!

ing cells and can replicate only inside living cells

er paper (Nature Communications, 2021) that

such as in animals, plants, and bacteria. Mea-

ascertained the efficacy of a COVID-19 antibody

The Korea Virus Research Institute is home to

suring 20 to 400 mm in size, it can be a patho-

treatment developed in Korea.

another research group, the Center for Viral

gen. It typically consists of a nucleic acid mole-

“My plan at the Center for Study of Emerging

cule in a protein coat, with a strong affinity for

and Re-emerging Viruses is to focus on virus-

the somatic cells of organisms.”

es that have yet to emerge but are potential-

This center will carry out research on immune

That is a long-winded answer. Could there be

ly deadly to human beings. The ultimate goal of

responses to viruses and the impact of viral dis-

an easier way of explaining what a virus is? His-

my research will be to find a way that will allow

eases on human bodies while building a founda-

tory tells us that viruses first came into the pic-

viruses and human beings to coexist without

tion of knowledge that can help humanity defend
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Immunology, headed by Dr. SHIN Eui-Cheol.
Immunity is the keyword here.

“Our aim is to expand to have 100 to 120 staff
on our payroll including supporting staff. Plans
are underway to add one more center by the middle of next year. The new research center will
specialize in researching the structure of viruses based on mathematical modeling. The three
centers will be managed in such a way that they
effectively support joint or merged research while
avoiding overlaps in research domains and focus.”
Director Choi thinks having three research
centers within the institute, with at least three
On 2021 July 6th, the Korea Virus
Research Institute opening ceremony
was held at the IBS Daejeon
headquarters.

research groups per center, is the minimum
requirement to start producing tangible results.
“The first two years is actually about organizing personnel. You can’t carry out the kind of

itself against new viruses in the future.

researching. For example, hepatitis C is now used

Director Shin is an immunology expert who

as a model disease for various types of targeted

has dedicated the past two decades of his life

research. Likewise, hepatitis A, one of Dr. Shin’s

to investigating immune responses to hepatitis

main research subjects, isn’t a significant disease

viruses. His recent research includes a publica-

from a medical point of view because normally it

tion (Science Immunology, 2020) that looked into

cures itself. But in his paper (Nature Immunol-

factors triggering ‘cytokine storms’ or exces-

ogy, 2021), Dr. Shin used this virus as a testbed

sive pro-inflammatory releases in COVID-19

to illuminate how bystander activation of T-cells

patients with serious symptoms and another

can trigger random attacks on normal cells.

paper (Immunity, 2021) that analyzed the char-

Commenting on his plans for the research cen-

acteristics of ‘memory immune responses’ in

ter, Dr. Shin stated that “we’ll take a one-step-

COVID-19 patients. Then, why focus on ‘emerg-

at-a-time approach to unravel the mecha-

ing’ viruses? Dr. Shin used hepatitis C virus as an

nisms by which new and mutant viruses affect the

example to answer this question.

human immune system while creating a foun-

“Back in the late 1990s and early 2000s, virology revolved around research on hepatitis C virus.

research we’re interested in on your own. Plus,

dation for improving immunological responses to
virus infections.”

Most of the fundamental theories underpinning
modern virology stemmed from these efforts.

Securing research talents and establishing

Now, hepatitis C has become a treatable disease

specific research directions

with medications that can cure patients with-

are remaining big tasks

in two months or so. When a virus is conquered, it
drops off the radar in the medical community.”
Of course, dwindling medical interest does
not necessarily mean the virus is any less worth

The Korea Virus Research Institute has opened
with two research centers under its umbrella, with
plans to add more in the years to come.
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we can’t cover the entire scope of virus research,
which is why we’re trying to figure out where our
specialties will lie.”
There is already a slew of well-known virus
research institutes around the world, such as the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (US), the National Virology Centre (UK),
The Peter Doherty Institute for Infection and
Immunity (Australia), and Wuhan Institute of
Virology (China). Will the Korea Virus Research
Institute measure up to these world-class institutes?
“Those are giants in virus research, with a
number of groundbreaking achievements already
under their belts. There has been no such insti-

COVID-19 changed not only
the lives of humanity but
those of scientists as well.

tution dedicated to virus research in Korea. In
that sense, this will be a new challenge.”

Dr. Choi is busy mapping out mid-and long-

tance of recruiting and training talented peo-

term plans for the center to become a leading

ple at the level of basic science to pave the way for

research group in virology. In the initial stage,

future groundbreaking research outcomes.

his focus will be on putting together a competent

Dr. Shin could not agree more with Dr. Choi’s

research team. After two or three years, with a

emphasis on recruiting talented researchers and

clear vision of where the institute is going to be

nurturing future talent. He added that nurturing

headed, he’ll kick things into high gear, pro-

research manpower will be the stepping stone to

ducing research results while training future

becoming a global think tank.

research manpower.

“In any country, immunology is the most fun-

Science and technological feats aren’t achieved

damental field of medicine that undergirds pub-

overnight. Basic research is to science what

lic health care. That’s why virus research mat-

foundation work is to construction. Both require a

ters. Virology wasn’t a hot topic just two years

solid foundation before proceeding with the next

back. That’s part of the reason we lack virus

stages.

researchers in Korea. Yet, I believe the launch of

“Developing new technologies is an admira-

the Korea Virus Research Institute will provide

ble goal. More important, however, is to nur-

the springboard for Korea to reach a global level

ture talent who can do the work. So, it’s high-

in virus and immunity research.

ly important for us to establish alliances with

On top of recruiting and training staff, the

globally eminent researchers and concentrate on

institute is gearing up to expand research facili-

training and producing talented researchers who

ties. Plans are underway to establish facilities for

can be group leaders in international organiza-

researching highly pathogenic viruses in eleven

tions.”

locations at the headquarters, in the Seoul metChoi underscored the impor-

ropolitan area, and in Gangwon Province.

President CHOI Young Ki (left) and
Director SHIN Eui-Cheol (right) are
masters in the field of virus research.

Find something that only you can do,

minated in 2020 when the technology was used to

that this role will require him to work frequently as

not something that everyone can do

develop COVID-19 vaccines.

a liaison between researchers and industry.

“AstraZeneca, Pfizer, and Moderna were all

As a research organization, the Korea Virus

“We aren’t in the business of rapidly commercial-

made by purchasing source technologies that

Research Institute has just taken its first step

izing research results. Our role is to research and

had already been developed by researchers. The

forward, and the responsibility of putting it on

develop new source technologies.”

researchers probably never imagined their tech-

solid ground falls on Dr. Choi and Dr. Shin as

nologies would be as widely used as they are

Directors of their respective research centers.

Director Choi cited RNA vaccines as an example to explain why his research institute will focus

today.”

Dr. Choi quoted a line from the TV drama ‘The

on developing source technologies. Two of the

Dr. Shin isn’t interested in carrying out devel-

COVID-19 vaccines used around the world right

opmental research. Rather, like most other

now are based on RNA technology that came on

researchers in basic science, he’s keen on tackling

“Actor CHA Seung Won said in that drama, ‘I

the scene only in the 2000s. Before that, vaccines

fundamental questions such as ‘what makes peo-

hope I won’t be just anybody.’ Likewise, I’m not

were made from attenuated or inactivated virus-

ple sick?’ and ‘where does this disease come from?’

interested in doing just anything that someone

es. RNA vaccines are a type of mRNA medication.

“Our job is to find answers to such questions

else can do. I want to find something that only

In 1961, mRNA, a single-stranded RNA mole-

and file them away, hoping that they’ll some-

this institute can do. And that goes for everyone

cule that carries genetic information from DNA to

day be used by someone down the road. No one

else who will work and do research here.”

ribosomes was discovered. Since then, research-

knows who that ‘someone’ will be. I’ll be happy

Dr. Shin described his ambitions at the insti-

ers have experimented with different ideas of

just to know that my research will somehow ben-

tute, saying he wants to do “The kind of research

using mRNA. But it wasn’t until the 2000s that

efit mankind.”

that overturns conventional knowledge about viruses

Greatest Love’ to describe how he feels about his
job at the institute.

technological developments were able to deliv-

Although the work carried out at this research

in connection to the diseases they cause.” As a final

er mRNA to target cells. In 2012, an animal study

institute will not directly translate into the indus-

note, he said, “The Korea Virus Research Insti-

showed that an mRNA vaccine could effectively

try, the studies that will be carried out here are

tute will create a new paradigm for the way we

fight the flu. This trajectory of development cul-

essential in meeting social needs. Dr. Shin expects

understand viral diseases.”
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NEWS

IBS celebrates the launch of the Korea Virus Research Institute

CHOI Do Young, the former
director of Science Belt, Ministry of
ICT is the new IBS Auditor

where he conducted research on the mechanisms by

CHOI Do Young, the former direc-

which viruses infect hosts as well as developing vac-

tor of Science Belt, Ministry of ICT

cines. From July 1st, he will lead the Center for Study

was selected as the 4th IBS Audi-

of Emerging and Re-emerging Viruses to identify the

tor. His term will last 3 years from

pathogenesis of new variants of zoonotic viruses and

2021 October 5th.

develop new diagnostic and treatment technologies.

New director Choi previous-

New IBS Auditor
CHOI Do Young.

The Center for Viral Immunology, led by Profes-

ly served as the head of the Basic Research Support

sor Shin, will be launched in October. Director Shin

Division within the Ministry of Education, Science and

received a doctorate in medicine from Yonsei Univer-

Technology, the Communications Resources Policy

sity College of Medicine and has pursued a career in

Division within the Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future

the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the USA. He

Planning and the Director the Life Basic Coordination

The Institute for Basic Science (IBS) has appointed two

is now a professor at the KAIST Graduate School of

Division and Research Budget Division within the Min-

new directors, CHOI Young Ki from Chungbuk Univer-

Medical Science and Engineering. For the past 20

istry of Science and Technology Information and Com-

sity, and SHIN Eui-Cheol from KAIST to lead the first

years, his research has been devoted to the study of

munication. From May 2020, he was the Director of the

research centers within the newly established Korea

the immune response to the hepatitis virus. The Center

International Science Business Belt where he led the

Virus Research Institute. It is hoped that the new insti-

for Viral Immunology plans to study the body’s immune

science-based growth and innovation of the science

tute will lead to new progress in the research of viral

response against viruses and immunopathology

belt.

diseases, which would help improve national security

mechanisms, in order to improve our knowledge base

against potential future pandemics. Professor Choi will

to respond to new viruses.

President CHOI Young Ki (left) and Director SHIN Eui-Cheol (right).

Auditor Choi is evaluated as the right person to lead
the audit work to achieve the vision and goals of IBS,

serve as the first head of the institute, and the opening

IBS President NOH Do Young said, “The Korea

based on his high understanding of R&D activities and

ceremony will be held on July 6 (Tuesday) at the IBS

Virus Research Institute will become a base for con-

various tasks of government-funded research insti-

Science and Culture Center.

ducting world-class basic science research in the

tutes based on over 30 years of experience in public

Director Choi graduated from Chungnam Nation-

field of virology. We will augment the nation’s abili-

service.

al University’s Department of Veterinary Medicine and

ty to respond to infectious diseases by utilizing the

IBS auditors are appointed with approval from the

received a doctorate in virology from the Universi-

strengths of the existing IBS Research Centers, such

Minister of Science, Technology, and Information, after

ty of Minnesota, USA. He has served as a professor at

as their excellent teams of researchers and open-

going through the open recruitment process and the

Chungbuk National University’s College of Medicine,

ended group research environment.”

selection by the board of directors.
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Name &

8 IBS scientists are selected as the top 1% highly cited researchers (HCR)

Director
Rodney
S. RUOFF
Director
HYEON
Taeghwan

Eight researchers of the IBS made to the 2021 list of
scientists who produced the most influential research
papers.

selected as HCRs.
Director Rodney RUOFF (Center for Multidimen-

Affiliation

Year

chemistry

Center for
Multidimensional
Carbon Materials
(UNIST)

2014 ~
2021

Center for
Nanoparticle
Research
(SNU)

2014 ~
2021

materials
science
chemistry
materials
science

Director
CHANG
Suk Bok

chemistry

Center for Catalytic
Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations
(KAIST)

2015 ~
2021

Director
KIM Jin-Soo

biology &
biochemistry

Center for
Genome
Engineering
(SNU)

2018
(cross field),
2019 ~ 2021
(biology &
biochemistry)

cross field

Center for
Integrated
Nanostructure
Physics
(Sungkyunkwan
Univ.)

2018 ~
2021

Director
LEE
Young Hee

Panorama of the IBS.

Field

Director
environment
Axel
&
TIMMERMANN
ecology

sional Carbon Materials) and Director HYEON Taeg

Clarivate, a global leader in academic informa-

hwan (Center for Nanoparticle Research) were includ-

tion analysis services, released the ‘2021 list of top

ed among the HCR in both chemistry and material sci-

highly cited researchers (HCR)’ on November 16.

ences fields for 8 consecutive years (2014~2021).

2018 ~ 2019
Center for Climate
(cross field)
Physics
2020 ~ 2021
(Pusan Nation
(environment
Univ.)
& ecology)

Associate
Director
KIM
Dae-Hyeong

materials
science

Center for
Nanoparticle
Research
(SNU)

2018 ~
2021

Research
Fellow
KANG
Ki Suk

cross field

Center for
Nanoparticle
Research·
Interdisciplinary
(SNU)

2018 ~
2021

According to the list, 47 scientists (listed 55 times

Director CHANG Suk Bok (Center for Catalytic Hydro-

when accounting for multiple fields) from South Korea

carbon Functionalizations·Chemistry) was selected for 7

and 8 IBS affiliated researchers (listed 10 times when

consecutive years (2015~2021), while Director KIM Jin-

accounting for multiple fields) were named. Among

Soo (Center for Genome Engineering·Biology and Bio-

So far, IBS has produced 11 HCRs. President NOH

domestic institutions, IBS has the second-high-

chemistry), Director LEE Young Hee (Center for Integrat-

Do Young said, “For 10 years since its foundation, IBS

est number of HCRs, following closely behind Seoul

ed Nanostructure Physics·Interdisciplinary), Director Axel

has been gathering world-leading researchers through

National University (11 HCRs).

TIMMERMANN (Center for Climate Physics·Environment

its philosophy of providing long-term, stable research

Clarivate recognizes researchers who produced a

and Ecology), Associate Director KIM Dae-Hyeong

environment, and top 1% of the researchers including

large number of top 1% highly cited papers in 22 dif-

(Center for Nanoparticle Research·Material Science),

the HCRs are now conducting research.” He added,

ferent research fields, thereby demonstrating signif-

Research Fellow KANG Ki Suk (Center for Nanoparticle

“We will continue to support our excellent researchers

icant research influence among their peers. In 2021

Research·Interdisciplinary) were selected as HCR for 4

so they can achieve international recognition for their

total of 6602 researchers from 70 countries were

consecutive years.

influential research.”

2021 Highly cited researchers (HCR) affiliated with the IBS.
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10th anniversary of the IBS, a decade of new discoveries for South Korea

IBS is hosting various science
culture events for the 10th anniversary

and evaluated that “South Korean leaders have high

To commemorate the 10th anniversary of its opening,

expectations for the role of IBS.”

IBS held a variety of science and culture events for two

IBS plans to continue upholding the philosophy of
supporting outstanding researchers for autonomous
and long-term research over the next 10 years.

days from November 9 to 10 at the IBS Science and
Culture Center located in Doryong-dong, Daejeon.
In the ‘Nobel Laureate Lecture’ held at 9 am on

For its 10th anniversary, IBS has established a new

November 9, Professor Robert LEFKOWITZ of Duke

direction for the next 10 years of development which

University, USA, gave a video lecture titled ‘A Tale of

On November 19th, IBS held the ‘10th Anniversary

can be summarized as ‘Leading new discoveries in

Two Callings’.

Ceremony of IBS’ at the IBS Science Culture Center in

basic science’. To implement this, the two goals to

Professor Leflkowitz was awarded the 2012 Nobel

Doryong-dong, Daejeon.

become △Flagship Institute for Science South Korea

Prize in Chemistry for his work on the function and

and △World’s Leading Basic Science Institute, in

structure of G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), a

addition to six strategies were prepared.

cell membrane protein that responds to external sig-

The vision of the IBS.

IBS was established in November 2011 in accordance with the ‘Special Act on the Creation and Support of the International Science Business Belt’ to

The six strategies are ▲Securing the world’s best

nals. After the lecture, SEO Pan Gil, President of the

secure creative knowledge and platform technolo-

talents by providing opportunities to conduct auton-

Korea Brain Research Institute, CHOI Hee Jeong, Pro-

gy through world-class basic science research. In

omous research ▲Configuring a research group to

fessor at Seoul National University, and MYUNG Kyung

the meantime, IBS opened a new horizon of scientif-

focus on basic and innovative fields ▲Establishing an

Jae, Director of the IBS Center for Genomic Integri-

ic knowledge by focusing on long-term, large-scale,

organizational system that leads long-term and large-

ty participated in a panel discussion to listen to and

collaborative research, which was previously lacking

scale research ▲Performance evaluation to support

answer the questions and concerns of young scien-

in the basic science field in South Korea.

stable research ▲Leading the use of national basic

tists about their career paths.

With a philosophy of providing long-term and stable support and a good research environment for

science research facilities ▲Driving shared growth in
basic science in South Korea.

researchers, we gathered world-class scientists in

President NOH Do Young said, “IBS has led the par-

one place and discovered valuable knowledge for

adigm shift of national development strategy from a fast

mankind through the synergy of talented individuals

follower to a first mover, and has improved Korea’s status

and infrastructure.

as a scientific powerhouse. We will continue to expand

In 2016, five years after its establishment, the jour-

the horizon of scientific knowledge while remaining faith-

nal Nature selected IBS as the 11th Rising Star in its list

ful to our mission of ‘making discoveries for humanity

of the fastest-growing research institute in the world,

and society’.”
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「Corona Science: From
Pandemic to Endemic」

Then, on the afternoon of November 9, a book
concert was held to celebrate the publication of

Announcement of the winners of the 7th IBS Art in Science Contest

the new book 「Corona Science: From Pandemic to
Endemic」 by IBS. 「Corona Science: From Pandemic
to Endemic」 is the sequel to IBS’s first popular science
book 「Corona Science 1」.
From January to September 2021, IBS posted 21
episodes of ‘COVID-19 Science Report 2’ on the IBS
website.
The main authors of 「Corona Science: From Pandemic to Endemic」 participated in the ‘Corona Science
Book Concert’ to introduce the book and shared their
experiences of working as scientists at the forefront of
the research to overcome the COVID-19 pandemic.
Lastly, the ‘IBS Global Summit’ was held where the
leaders of basic science research institutes representing various countries gathered. IBS President NOH Do

A scene from ‘The beauty of a lifetime of stars’ the Grand Prize winner of the 7th IBS Art in Science Contest.

Young, Chairman Martin STRATMANN of the Max Planck

The final winners of the 7th IBS Art in Science Contest

The Grand Prize of the 7th contest held in 2021 was

Society of Germany (MPG), Director Shigeo KOYASU of

have been announced. Since 2015, IBS has been host-

awarded to the video work ‘The Beauty of Lifetime of

RIKEN, Japan, and Antoine PETIT from French Nation-

ing ‘Art in Science’, which is a program that integrates

Stars’. Based on the luminosity data of thousands of

al Research Institute of Science (CNRS) attended the

science and art by sharing the artistic moments cap-

stars observed using NASA’s Kepler Space Telescope,

event. They gave presentations and held a discussion

tured during the research process with the public. In this

the work visualized how waves change over time.

on the topic of ‘roles and responsibilities of basic science

year in particular, in commemoration of the 10th anni-

There were a total of 21 winning works, with 20

research institutions in the post-pandemic era’.

versary of IBS, the prize money was increased, and the

of them being awarded the IBS President’s Award

Director NOH Do Young said, “We have prepared

contest was held in collaboration with the Seoul Insti-

and 1 winning the Seoul Institute of the Arts Presi-

various events to inform the scientific community and

tute of the Arts. The winning works will be recreated into

dent’s Award. The IBS President’s Award consist-

the general public of the 10th anniversary of IBS.”

videos, paintings, and performances by artists from the

ed of 1 Grand Prize, 2 Gold Prizes, 2 Silver Prizes, 5

He added, “We hope this event can help outline the

Seoul Institute of the Arts and exhibited. After selecting 21

Bronze Prizes, and 10 Honorable Mentions, with the

direction of the future direction of basic science in our

excellent works through the preliminary screening, the

Grand Prize being awarded a certificate and 2 million

country, and we hope that many young scientists will

final placement was decided through online voting from

KRW. The awards and prizes were awarded individu-

be able to participate.”

September 14 to September 26, 2021.

ally during November 2021.
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Honors & Awards

ASHCROFT (member of the Royal Society of Eng-

SHIN Hee-Sup, IBS Research
Fellow Emeritus, was appointed as an
International Union of Physiological
Sciences (IUPS) Fellow

land). IUPS Chairman Julie CHAN said, “I would like to
express my gratitude to Dr. Shin for his hard work and
dedication for the advancement of physiology. We

Director CHO Min Haeng receives the
‘4th Korea Toray Science and Technology Award’

particularly had high opinions of his academic excellence and originality.”
Honorary Research Fellow Shin is a world-renowned
neuroscientist with several titles of ‘Korea’s first’. As ‘NRF
No. 1 National Scientist’ and ‘IBS No. 1 Research Director’,
his work in brain research spans over 30 years. In July
2012, he assumed the position of Director of IBS Cognitive
and Sociality Research, leading the Social Brain Sciences group. After retiring in December 2020, he has been
leading his follow-up research and fostering future students.

SHIN Hee-Sup, IBS Research Fellow Emeritus.

Some of his key research achievements include

Director CHO Min Haeng of the Center for Molecular
Spectroscopy and Dynamics.

Research Fellow Emeritus SHIN Hee-Sup (Former

doubling of learning memory by controlling brain

CHO Min Haeng, the director of the Center for Molec-

Director of the Center for Cognition and Sociality) of the

waves during sleep (Neuron, 2017) and demonstrat-

ular Spectroscopy and Dynamics, was selected as the

Institute for Basic Science (IBS) became a Fellow of the

ing the inner-workings of eye movement desensitiza-

recipient of the 4th Korea Toray Science and Technol-

‘International Union of Physiological Sciences (IUPS)

tion and reprocessing (EMDR) in the treatment of post-

ogy Award in the basic science category.

Academy of Physiology’.

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) by identifying brain

On September 7th, Korea Toray Science Foun-

IUPS is a prominent academic organization found-

circuits that suppress fear-related memories (Nature,

dation introduced Director Cho as “A researcher

ed in Basel, Switzerland in 1889. It is the only organi-

2019). He also elucidated the mechanisms regulat-

receiving global attention in the study of the interac-

zation in the world that covers all areas of physiology,

ing empathy at the genetic level (Neuron, 2018) and

tion between light and matter.” They said that “He was

including brain science, molecular biology, and immu-

observed social behavior in mice which established a

selected as the winner in recognition of his excellent

nology. In particular, the IUPS Academy of Physiology

model of resource allocation through competitive and

research in the field of molecular science.”

was established this year to commemorate the contri-

cooperative behaviors (Nature Communications, 2017).

Director Cho developed a new experimental tool that

butions of physiologists towards physiological scienc-

Even before his selection as an IUPS Fellow, he was

can observe very small molecules in real-time, proving

appointed as a member of the National Academy of

that it is possible to image specific chemical substanc-

IUPS first selected 33 Fellows after a rigorous

Sciences (NAS) in 2009, and a fellow of the American

es inside of cells. Other world-class research results

screening process, which was based on the criteria

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)

include developing an interferometric scattering micro-

of ‘outstanding and continuous contributions to phys-

in 2018, while his domestic awards include the Ho-Am

scope that captures the motion of one nanometer scale

iology’. Honorary Fellows included three Nobel Lau-

Prize (2004), Order of Civil Merit (2004), and Korea’s

protein molecules.

reates, including Erwin NEHER (1991 Nobel Prize in

Best Scientist and Engineer Award (2005), etc.

es and human health.

Meanwhile, the Korea Toray Science Foundation

Physiology and Medicine), while Fellows included 30

Research Fellow Emeritus Shin said, “I am very

selects scientists and engineers who have made signif-

renowned scholars including SHIN Hee-Sup (IBS

happy to have been selected as a Fellow of the IUPS

icant contributions to South Korea’s research and aca-

Research Fellow Emeritus), Barbara CANNON (for-

Physiology Academy. I will continue to foster the growth

demic development in chemistry and materials-related

mer President of the Royal Academy of Sweden and

of basic science in our country by supporting a new

fields and awards them with the Science and Technolo-

Chairman of the Nobel Foundation), and Frances

generation of young scientists.”

gy Award.
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Director HWANG Jun Muk
receives the ‘66th Korea Academy of
Sciences Award’

3 IBS research achievements
are selected among 「100 outstanding
national R&D achievements of 2021」

Three research achievements of the IBS in 2020 were
selected as among the best of the national R&D outputs.
On October 29, the Ministry of Science and ICT and the
Korea Institute of Science and Technology Evaluation
and Planning (KISTEP) selected and announced the
「100 outstanding national R&D achievements of 2021」.
Among the top 100 were the research results from
the IBS ▲Center for RNA Research ▲Center for Soft
and Living Matter and ▲Center for Climate Physics.
Among the top 100, the research from the CenDirector HWANG Jun Muk from the Center for Complex Geometry.

ter for RNA Research was selected as the best due to

On September 17, director HWANG Jun Muk from the

the outstanding technological excellence and significant

Center for Complex Geometry was awarded the ‘66th

economic and social implications.

Korean Academy of Sciences Award’ as the winner in

The Center for RNA Research contributed to the

the Fundamental Natural Sciences category, present-

understanding of the principle of virus propagation by

ed by the Korean Academy of Sciences.

presenting a wealth of information and detailed maps on

Category

Research

Center

Details

Analysis of all RNA
Basic
Science· transcripts produced by
Infrastructure SARS CoV-2 in host cells.

Center
Best
for RNA
research
Research

Discovery that the energy
generated in chemical
Basic
reaction does not dissipate
Science·
as heat, but is converted
Infrastructure
into mechanical energy to
accelerate molecules.

Center for
Soft and
Living
Matter

Center
Warning from Earth, global
for
warming expected to cause
Energy·
Climate
Environment 50% increase in strong
Physics
tropical storms.
3 IBS research achievements are selected among
「100 outstanding national R&D achievements of 2021」.

They said, “Director Hwang proved the Hirschowitz

the SARS-CoV-2 genome. This research was pub-

conjecture, which deals with when an algebraic equa-

lished in the international academic journal ‘Cell’ in April

excellent performance in the energy and environment

tion has a power series solution that converges, for the

2020.

field, due to a paper published in ‘Science Advanc-

first time in 40 years. It contributed to the development

The Center for Soft and Living Matter was also

es’ in December 2020. Researchers at the Center for

of national mathematical research by grafting original

named for excellence in the field of fundamental basic

Climate Physics used IBS’s supercomputer Aleph to

ideas that had never been used before,” as the reason

science and infrastructure. When a molecule under-

simulate future climate change due to an increase in

for the selection.

goes a chemical reaction, it breaks bonds between

atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. As a result,

Established in 1955, the National Academy of Sci-

atoms and forms new bonds, thereby turning into

it is predicted that if the atmospheric carbon dioxide

ences Award is South Korea’s most prestigious aca-

another substance. The existing belief was that the

concentration doubles, the frequency of typhoons will

demic award that is recognized for its history. It is

energy generated at this time was dissipated in the

decrease. However, once they do occur, the proba-

awarded to a person who is a citizen of the Republic of

form of heat and is lost. But by tracking the movement

bility of developing into a powerful typhoon of catego-

Korea and who has made remarkable contributions to

of molecules during a chemical reaction, the research

ry 3 or higher will increase by 50%.

academic development through intensive research on

team found a macroscopic increase in molecu-

The ‘100 outstanding national R&D achievements’

a specific subject. So far, it has been awarded to 271

lar mobility after the reaction. Contrary to convention-

was launched in 2006 to raise public interest in science

winners who have contributed to national academ-

al wisdom, it was shown that chemical reaction energy

and technology and to inspire scientists and engineers.

ic development in four categories: humanities, social

is converted into mechanical energy. This study was

In the top 100 research, IBS produced 2 research in

sciences, basic natural sciences, and applied natural

published in the journal ‘Science’ in July 2020.

2017, 3 in 2018, 4 in 2019, 3 in 2020, and 3 research this

sciences.

The Center for Climate Physics was selected for its

year.
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About IBS Research

The first issue of <IBS Research> was published in December 2013, with the current issue being the No. 17. IBS pub2021 2nd • 17th Issue

Frontline

lishes <IBS Research> semiannually to publicize its out-

10 years of IBS
Conversation with 3 past and present presidents
A decade of new discoveries

standing research achievements discuss the policy and

People
Scientists who fight against the virus
Fighting against unseen invaders
Interview with the Korea Virus Research Institute’s President·Center Director

key issues that are occurring in academia.

At the doorstep of the quantum computing era

Both research groups and project groups affiliated with the
IBS are involved in the promotion of the IBS’ excellence in
academia to the research circles, as well as informing the
importance and role of basic science to the policymakers
and the public.
<IBS Research> is published not only in Korean but also in
English. It is hoped that this publication will help improve
the public awareness of IBS at home and abroad and foster joint research collaboration with other institutions.

We look forward to suggestions from all researchers regarding research news content that require IBS’

Content Suggestions and
Subscription

attention. After confirmation and conducting additional coverage, the reported information will be introduced
as an article within <IBS Research>.
Anonymous reports are also accepted to protect the personal information of the informant. Thank you for
your suggestions and warm interest.
For suggestions and subscription requests, contact us at ibs_official@naver.com.

✚ Science content at a glance!

Communication Channels

IBS blog posts can be found here. If you are curious about the latest research
activities of the IBS and related news, come visit the blog. All your questions

Ch.135 is a collection of IBS social

will be answered at once. Various events and the latest scientific columns

media channels which include blog posts
▲ blog

and Facebook

▲ posts

can also be found. The posts will explain things like why the scientists did this
research, and how they overcame the difficulties faced.

✚ Communityevent participation!
Check out our Facebook to communicate with IBS and participate in various events. IBS’
Facebook page is an excellent place to obtain scientific knowledge! Follow us on Facebook
to get notified about various lectures, quizzes, IBS events, and news from the scientific community.

✚ IBS in video
If you missed the IBS lecture, please visit our YouTube channel. The channel also includes

e!
scrib
Sub

Like!

vlogs of our researchers working at the IBS Research Centers. Other videos include easyto-understand explanations of the IBS’s research discoveries. There are also many artistic
photos and videos researchers encountered during their research. You can also meet the
IBS YouTube character ‘Genome’. Come visit the IBS YouTube channel and click ‘Like’ and
‘Subscribe’!

Complete the crossword
puzzle below

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

Horizontal

Vertical

2

1

a German physicist whom the largest research society in Germany is
named after.

6

9

a theory discovered by Einstein in 1915 that explains gravity as the
curvature of space-time.

stands for artificial intelligence, it is a type of intelligence in machines,

3

a disorder that results in reduced social skills and cognitive ability.

as opposed to the natural intelligence.

4

a structure within the brain that is responsible for the execution of

stands for electron spin resonance scanning tunneling microscopy,
it can measure spin properties of single individual atoms.

movement, learning, reward, motivation, etc.
5

mass transfer across an interface between two fluids due to

10

a microscope that uses electrons instead of light to create images.

difference in surface tension.

11

a pathogen that invades and multiplies inside of cells.

7

a new type of computer that uses qubits instead of bits.

12

an injection that gives you immunity against certain diseases.

8

a multidisciplinary field of science that involves the study of the
brain and nervous system.

Vertical 1 general relativity 3 autism 4 caudate nucleus 5 marangoni effect 7 quantum computer 8 quantum computer
Horizontal 2 max planck 6 ai 9 esrstm 10 electron microscope 11 virus 12 vaccine

The 1st IBS·Basic Science Promotional
Contents Contest winner

Text·Illustration KIM Jun Sung

Don’t lose precious memories
1

Yea!
It was a great day!

4

Should I go
take a shower?

Uh? How did you
find where it is?

Isn’t it hard to find
because it is encased in the
skull and entangled with
blood vessels?

It was found by
carving out
mouse skull
and injecting a fluorescent
substance into the
cerebrospinal fluid.

5
2

Gotta wash away
metabolic wastes for a
brain to stay healthy!
In addition, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI)
was used to find that
structure of the meningeal
lymphatic vessel is different
in the upper and lower brain,

Kya! Waste is not being drained
because the aging meningeal
lymphatic vessel is not functioning!

6

Don’t worry!
IBS Center for Vascular Research
discovered that waste gets drained
through the meningeal lymphatic
vessel and its exact location!

The information obtained in this study
suggested a new direction for the
treatment of degenerative brain
diseases.
In the future, treatments that
improve the drainage function of
meningeal lymphatic vessels can be
used to overcome degenerative
brain disease.

Accumulation of waste is
going to cause cognitive deficit
and dementia!

3

For the first time in the world,
it was discovered that the lower brain
meningeal lymphatic vessels play a
role in discharging waste products
accumulated in the brain.

7

Don’t lose precious memories, for a brighter future.
People first research philosophy!
We IBS will lead the way.

The 2nd IBS·Basic Science Promotional
Content Contest final winners announcement

In the 2nd IBS Basic Science Promotional Contents Contest, ‘IBS is Creating the
Future’ (video category) and ‘IBS is Leading the New Science Hallyu!’ (storytelling
category) were selected as grand prizes.

research achievements of the IBS were submitted.
In the video ‘IBS is Creating the Future’, which won the Grand Prize, a song about
IBS that anyone can sing along with is played, and it contains a message of IBS’s

IBS has been holding the ‘IBS Basic Science Promotional Contents Contest’ since

passion and hope for basic science. A total of 13 works in the video category and

2020 to allow the public to more easily understand the difficult and abstract nature

27 works in the storytelling category received awards. The Grand Prize in the video

of basic science. In 2021, to commemorate the 10th

category will receive a certificate and a prize of 3 mil-

anniversary of the establishment of IBS, the event

lion KRW, and the Grand Prize in the storytelling cat-

was expanded to include video and storytelling. In

egory will receive a certificate and a prize of 1.5 mil-

the video category, videos of less than 3 minutes in

lion KRW. The awards ceremony was canceled to

length about all topics related to IBS were submitted,

prevent the spread of COVID-19, and awards and

and in the storytelling section, all written articles such

prizes were awarded individually during November

as 「Corona Science」 book reviews or essays, short
stories, poems, and plays that can easily explain

For the video category of the 2nd IBS·Basic Science Promotional
Content Contest, the Grand Prize was awarded to ‘IBS is Creating
the Future’.

2021. The Basic Science Promotional Content Contest will be held again in 2022.
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IBS Centers

● Seoul National University

Center for
RNA Research

● Korea University

Center for Correlated
Electron Systems

Center for Nanoparticle
Research

Center for Molecular
Spectroscopy & Dynamics

● Yonsei University

Center for
Nanomedicine

● Ewha Womans University

Center for Quantum
Nanoscience

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

KIM V. Narry

NOH Tae Won

HYEON Taeghwan

CHO Min Haeng

CHEON Jin Woo

Andreas HEINRICH

Center for Cognition
& Sociality Cognitive
Glioscience Group

Center for Underground
Physics

Center for Theoretical
Physics of the Universe

Center for Genome
Engineering

Center for Theoretical
Physics of Complex Systems

Center for Mathematical &
Computational Sciences

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Discrete Mathematics
Group Chief Investigator

LEE C. Justin

KIM Yeoung Duk

CHOI Ki Woon

KIM Jin-Soo

Sergej FLACH

OUM Sang Il

Center for Mathematical &
Computational Sciences

Center for Mathematical and
Computational Sciences

Center for Biomolecular &
Cellular Structure

Center for Exotic Nuclear
Studies

Center for
Complex Geometry

Korea Virus Research
Institute

Data Science Group
Chief Investigator

Biomedical Mathematics
Group Chief Investigator

Protein Communication
Group Chief Investigator

Director

Director

Director

CHA Mee Young

KIM Jae Kyoung

KIM Ho Min

HAHN Kevin Insik

HWANG Jun Muk

CHOI Young Ki

Center for Nanomaterials &
Chemical Reactions

Center for Catalytic
Hydrocarbon
Functionalizations

Center for Axion & Precision
Physics Research

Center for
Vascular Research

● IBS Headquarters

● KAIST

Center for Synaptic Brain
Dysfunctions
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Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

KIM Eun Joon

RYOO Ryong

CHANG Suk Bok

Yannis SEMERTZIDIS

KOH Gou Young

IBS Research

IBS President

NOH Do Young

Seoul

Suwon

Sungkyunkwan University ●

Daejeon

Pohang

Center for Neuroscience
Imaging Research

Ulsan

Center for Integrated
Nanostructure Physics

Director

Director

KIM Seong Gi

LEE Young Hee

Busan
Gwangju

POSTECH ●

Center for Geometry &
Physics

● GIST

Center for Self-assembly &
Complexity

Director

Director

Director

OH Yong Geun

KIM Ki Moon

YEOM Han Woong

● Pusan National University

Center for Relativistic Laser
Science

Center for
Climate Physics

Center for Artificial Low
Dimensional Electronic
Systems

UNIST ●

Center for Multidimensional
Carbon Materials

Center for Soft &
LivingMatter

Center for
Genomic Integrity

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

NAM Chang Hee

Axel TIMMERMANN

Rodney RUOFF

Steve GRANICK

MYUNG Kyung Jae
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